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Two and Quasi-Two Body Strange Particle Final State 

+ Production in n p Interactions at Low and 

Intermediate Energies 

Philip Russell Hanson 

Abstract 

The two and quasi-two body final states t+K+, t+K*(892)+, 

* ++ * +* + t .(1385) K , t (1385) K (892) produced by neutral strangeness 

+ exchange in n p interactions are studied using our own 1-3 GeV/c 

data, comprising the 14 incident momenta of a two million picture 

bubble chamber experiment, in combination with the world data on 

the same and related channels. Because low energy resonance form

* ation is not stong1y coupled to the t,t production channels, at 

very modest incident momenta their dominant features are seen to 

be understandable in terms of high energy hypercharge exchange 

phenomenology. We find that Regge models fitted to data in the 10 

to 20 GeV/c range adequately describe the t and t* channels down 

to within a few hundred MeV/c of threshold and out to large cen-

ter of mass scattering angles, and that over the range of the 

available world data weak exchange degeneracy expectations for 

these reactions are at least qualitatively successful. We observe 

that the SU(2),SU(3) flavor symmetries successfully describe these 

hypercharge exchange processes and relate them to charge exchange 

via sum rules and equalities expressing flavor independence of the 

strong interaction; in particular, we derive and test on the avail

+ ++ able world data a mass broken SU(3) sum rule for n p + K E , 



~-p + KOA, K-p + ~n and test over a wider range of momenta than 

* before an earlier expression relating t and ~ production. We also 

find at least qualitative agreement between quark model predic-

tions for forward hypercharge exchange and the data, and we find 

that 90° hypercharge exchange cross sections also conform to the 

expectations of the quark constituent picture for hadrons. 



I. Introduction 

The two and quasi-two body final states E+ X:+. E+ K-(892)+. E-(1385)+ X:+. 

E-(1385)+ K-(892)+. produced by neutral strangeness exchange in rr+p 

interactions provide information about their production dynamics not only 

through the ditIerential cross sections. but also through the decay distribu

tions of the final state mesons and baryons; the strong coupling of E- and r 
production to the KrrA and KrrE channels provides a relatively clean and 

unencumbered sample of the quasi-two body states. Because low energy 

resonance formation is not strongly coupled to the E.E- hyperon production 

channels in rr+p. at even very modest energies their dominant features can 

often be understood in terms of high energy hypercharge exchange 

phenomenology. Thus we use our 1-3 GeYlc strange particle production data 

in combination with the world data on the same and related channels to 

investigate how close to threshold the energy and angular dependence of the 

data are adequately portrayed by high energy (e.g .. Regge) formalisms. We 

also examine over the range of available data aspects such as Weak Exchange 

Degeneracy expectations for the phase behavior of reaction amplitudes. and 

the 5U(3)/llJvor symmetries which relate hypercharge exchange to charge 

exchange via sum rules and equalities expressing ftavor independence. In 

particular, we derive and test a new broken 5U(3) sum rule relating 

rr+p ... K+E+, rr-p ... J<OA. K-p ... J<On, and test (over a wider range of momenta 

than before) an earlier expression relating E- and I:!. production; we also 

investigate how both the large ( ..... 90°)- and small ( ..... OO)-angle scattering 

features of hypercharge exchange processes conform to the expectations of 

the quark constituent picture of the hadrons. 
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Although statistics at single energies are often meager. we shall 

nonetheless see that these channels are dominated by a few rather striking. 

characteristically high energy features over a span extending from not far 

above threshold to roughly an order of magnitude higher in incident momen

tum. The phenomenological formalisms which most concisely describe these 

features are probably not in themselves fundamental. but the behavior which 

they succinctly summarize is. and ultimately will. have to be explained by a 

fundamental theory of strong interactions. which it now appears will be quan

tum chromodynamics. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAIlS AND DATA REDUCTION 

.A. General 

The 1-3 GeV Ic fT+P hypercharge exchange data for this analysis are 

taken from an exposure of the LBL 25-inch liquid hydrogen bubble chamber 

to a separated fT+ beam from the Bevatron at nine incident momenta 

between 1 and 2 GeV Ic (three of these were taken in the LBL 72-inch 

chamber) and five incident momenta between 2 and 3 GeV Ic. A total of 

923,000 triad frames were taken at the lower momenta (1.28, 1.34, 1.41, 1.43, 

1.55, 1.63, 1.68, 1.77, and 1.84 GeV/c) and 1,086,000 at the higher momenta 

(1.94, 2.15, 2.30, 2.46, and 2.67 GeV/c). The data from the nine lower 

momenta have already been discussed elsewhere by this author (r.KfT,KfTA:. 

ref. 1) and by Kalmus (r.K; refs. 2,3). Table I shows the exposure sizes and 

microbarn equivalents (see section IlIA) for all 14 incident momenta. 

B. Beam. 

The layout for the two-spectrometer electrostatically separated fT+ 

beam is shown in figure n.l. Spectrometer tuning curves at the various 

momenta show that the proton contamination is typically small. e.g., < 0.570 

at the highest momentum, 2.67 GeV Ic (ref. 4), and the J.L contamination is 

estimated to be 370 ± 270 (ref. 5). The incident momentum bite varied from 

0.770 to 1.1570, and a beam destroyer kept the average number of pions per 

picture at 10-11. 
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c. Data Reduction 

All strange particle events at the 14 incident momenta were scanned 

and measured using the Cobweb system of on-line scan tables and Francken

steins (ref. 6). Scanners searched for all events which had a strange particle 

decay topology, i.e., one or more kinked tracks and/or associated VO's, and 

double scanned every other roll at the 4 highest momenta and every roll at 

the 10 lower. The measured data from Cobweb were processed by the FOG

CLOUDY-FAIR system of geometric reconstruction and kinematic constraint 

programs (ref. 7). For this analysis we use only the kinking two prong and 

two prong VO topologies which are dominated by the following reactions (see 

figure 11.2): 

1T'+p ~ 1:+ J(i", (1) 
1:+ ~ 1T'+n (li) 
1:+ ~ prfJ (iii) 

1T'+p ~ 1: + J(i" rfJ , (2) 
1:+ ~ 1T'+n (2i) 
1:+ ~ prfJ (2ii) 

1T'+p ~ 1:+1T'+ 1(0, (3) 

K~ ~ rfJ1T'°, or KLo 
1:+ ~ 1T'+n (3i) 
1:+ ... P1T'° (3ii) 

K~ ... 1T'+1T'-, 
1:+ ... 1T'+n (3iii) 
1:+ ~ P1T'° (3iv) 

1T'+p ... J(i"1T'+ A (4) 
A"'p1T'-

5 
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The three body final states of reactions 2. 3. and 4 are principally of 

interest at our incident momenta because they are dominated by the quasi-

two body final states: 

rr+p ~ t+ r+(692). 

K'+(692) ~ K+rfJ 

~ (692) ~ J(Crr+ 

(5) 

(5i) 

(5ii) 

rr+p ~ t·+(1365)K+. (5) 

t'+(1385) ... M+ (5i) 

For further discussion of reactions 5 and 5. see Chapters TIl and IV. 

Kinking two prongs were constrained to the t+ reactions 1.2.3i,3ii in a 

simultaneous 2-vertex (production plus hyperon decay) fit USing the t+ 

measured momentum if oPr'! Pr. ~ 50%. and using only the t+ direction other

wise. About 80% of the events accepted as tK(tKrr) had fits of the 4c(lc) 

class. and 20% of the 5c(2c) class. Two prong YO's were constrained to reac

tion 4 in a simultaneous 2-vertex 7c fit. No charged meson decay vertices 

were fitted. To investigate overlap of 4 with similar constraint class 

hypotheses. two prong yo events were also fitted as X+rr+tO and x+pJ?O. The 

beam momentum for each event was constrained to an edited value derived 

from high statistics samples of 4c nonstrange particle four prong events. At 

present for these data only events with at most two measured vertices are 

7 



available so that reactions 3ili and 3iv are not used for analysis. 

D. Selection of Final States and Resolution of Ambiguities 

1. General 

All events included in final samples were required to have: 

(a) successful three view vertex and track reconstruction; 

(b) satisfactory kinematic constraint to the appropriate hypothesis, in con

junction with a calculated ionization bubble density (using the titted 

momenta) on each track of the event consistent with the ionization as 

determined on the scan table by a physicist in all three views; 

(c) E+ lifetime within the bounds described in the next section for both 

cross section totals and distributions, and a A lifetime within bounds for 

cross section totals only. 

All iOOlzation testing and selection of events was performed on the 3-

view multiple magnification scan tables. At the low to moderate energies of 

these data there was essentially no difficulty distinguishing protons from 

mesons; the principal source of track ambiguity was rr-K overlap. The 25 

inch chamber was run With a-typical bubble size of 0.40 mm and a bubble 

density at minimum ionization of about 10 bubbles/cm so that there was 

some residual lacunarity at twice minimum ionization. Thus typically> 8 cm 

(in space) of track was required to ditIerentiate (at the 20' level for a Poisson 

distribution) between rr and K hypotheses ditIering in relative ionization by 

about 2070 near minimum. i.e .. since most rr's were near minimum. K's could. 

at best. be distinguished up to lab momenta of -1 GeV /c. 
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2. I:+ Final States 

The I:+ rest frame decay times (computed from an average of produc

tion and decay vertex I: momenta) for all I:+ at the 5 highest momenta are 

shown in figure II.3a. where the decay times. C TE. are normalized to the mean 

-I:+ lifetime C TO from the Particle Data Tables. and the distribution expected 

from C TO is superimposed (ref. 8). To remove any possible meson contamina

tion. we require C TE < 4c To at the 5 upper momenta. and C TE < 3c TO at the 9 

lower (see section IIF on cuts and weights). 

At the five upper momenta approximately 570 of the events fitting reac

tion (1) also fit reactions (2) or (3): as at the lower momenta. these overlap 

events were assigned to the I:K hypothesis. The appropriateness of this 

assignment is illustrated in figure II.4 which shows the missing mass squared 

(before constraint) recoiling against the charged (7r or K) meson track. at 

2.3 GeV/c: 

The peak at the sigma mass is clearly visible in the entire sample (figure 

n.4a) and is gone after the I:K fits are removed (ftgure II.4b). As a quantita

tive check on the purity of the I:K events. the missing mass squared before 

constraint recoiling against the K+. 7r+P ... K+ + MM, was examined for the 

final I:K sample and showed. as expected. that the I:K events are not con

taminated by missing-neutral(s) states. For the final I:K7r event samples. the 

overall missing mass squared before constraint (the missing energy 

squared), 7r+P'" I:+ + J«l+ + 7r+o + MM, was examined and showed no multiple 

missing neutral contamination. 

9 
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Approximately 4670 of the final I:Krr events at the five upper momenta 

were 1T+ - ~ ambiguous by kinematics alone, but we consider as severely 

ambiguous (Le., ambiguous by both kinematics and ionization) those events 

where the rr+ and K+ hypothesis ionizations had (see figure II.5): 

0/ = IIK~I7r1 ~ 2070 . 

These events constitute only 570 of the total I:K1T sample at .the five upper 

momenta and were resolved event by event by hand in favor of the 

hypothesis better fitting the observed ionization. 

Scatter plots of the lab momenta of the rr+o vs. that of the f(J+ for the 

final resolved samples of I:+ ~~ and I:+1T+ f(J show that the 1T - K resolution is 

reasonable and that the K- mass region. which appears in such plots as diag

onal bands from upper left to lower right and corner enhancements. is not 

strongly dependent on the rr - K separation. since the K bands are roughly 

orthogonal to the ambiguity region pf;AB = pftB (see figure II.6). The observ

able enhancements and depletions in figure II.6 agree qualitatively with the 

expected I:K- dominance of the I:Krr states. with the K coupling more 

strongly to the rr+ f(J charge state. In sections IIIC.D the I:K1T samples exhibit 

strong K· signals over backgrounds generally consistent with phase space, 

and a careful calculation of the ratio (K- .... [(Orr+)1 (K .... ~rrO) for the data is 

consistent with 2. The residual I:+ ~rro -I:+rr+ f(J overlap in the final samples 

at the five upper momenta is estimated as -570; for the nine lower momenta, 

the rr+ - ~ ambiguity was essentially completely ionization resolvable. The 

I:+ decay mode ambiguity was resolved by ionization. 

13 
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3. KTfA Hnal States 

Figure III.3b shows the distribution of the normalized A decay times 

C'Tv C'To for the final KTfA events at the five upper momenta with the Particle 

Data Tables mean A lifetime C'To superimposed. For cross section determina

tion only. we require C 'TA < 4c 'To at the nine lower momenta and e 'TA < 5e 'To at 

the five upper. As with the EK events. any candidate which fit KTfA was so 

aSsigned in preference to any lower constraint class hypothesis. The missing 

mass squared before constraint recoiling against the KTfA state. 

1f+P .. x+ + Tf+ + A + MM. showed no missing neutral contamination of the tinal 

KTfA samples. 

At the five upper momenta only 270 of the events fitting KTfA also fit 

KpXO; ionization resolved all but one of these in favor of KTfA. Also at the five 

upper momenta. 26% of the KTfA events had fits to the KTfEo (Eo .. A.,,) chan

nel. but all except 1% (of the total KrrA sample) were aSSigned to KrrA. Only 

when the primary vertex meson track ionizations were inconsistent with all 

KTfA track permutations. but consistent with the KrrEo track identities. were 

overlap events assigned to KrrEo; all other overlap events were assigned to 

KTfA. This procedure is justified by the (by now well-known) examination. 

before and after A-EO separation, of the EO ... A." rest frame decay angles with 

respect to the primary particles of the event. for each of which one expects a. 

priori. isotropy (see figure II. 7). The strong forward peak of figure II. 7a indi

cates spurious fits of KrrA events to KrrEo hypotheses manufactured by the 

fitting program's alignment with the beam momentum of the small additional 

neutral momentum needed to simulate EO .... A.", and similar considerations 

apply to the EO decay cosines with respect to the other particles of the event. 
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The rr-K track identity ambiguity which was present in 8% of the final 

KrrA events at the five upper momenta was ionization resolved. as at the nine 

lower. to Within 1% of the total sample. and the KrrA data at all momenta 

~ 1.41 GeV/c show a strong t-+(1385) signal. 

E. 'lbroughput Efticiencies 

For cross section normalization. the net overall throughput efficiencies 

for event types used are 

er = tstllRtFtB 

where ts.tJIR.tp.tB are the scan efficiency. the measure and geometric 

reconstruction (COBWEB/FOG) efficiency. kinematic fitting and constrajnjng 

(CLOUDY-FAlR) efficiency. and residual bookkeeping and tape failure event 

loss efficiency. respectively. The corresponding cross section corrections for 

these systematic losses are 

Cr = 1/ tr . Cs = 1/ ts . etc. 

and the i:neJ!icieTt.Cy for the ith category of loss is 

6( = 1 -t, . 
The scan efficienCies ts were calculated for the various topologies from 

good events only. Le .. tor events passing not only scan criteria. but kinematic 

constraint and ionization selection and final fiducial volume cuts as well. On 

doubly scanned roUs. events from both scans were accepted for analysis. At 

the 5 high momenta (or kinking 2 prongs which fit I;+ .... rr+n. the single scan 

efficiency varied from 89% to > 9870 and the net efficiency. taking into 

account the double scan of either all or every other roU. ranged from 9570 to 
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> 98%. For'2 prongs with ~ fitting a A. the single scan efficiency varied from 

88% to > 98%. and the net efficiency ranged from 95% to > 98%. For kinking 2 

prongs fitting E+ ~P1r°. not used in normalized quantities. efficiencies were 

somewhat lower . 

The measure and geometric reconstruction efficiency E:JIR is estimated. 

for our small statistics. simply and directly for a given topology by 

where NllR = net total number of events successfully output from 

measure/reconstruction (MR). and Ns = NlJR +MY = net total number of 

accepta.ble candidates found in scan and input to MR: the ratio 

represents the MR inefficiency from all causes. The correction is then 

1 Ns-MY V flN(Ns+MY) 
CllR = l-ollR = E:JlR ±flE:JlR = Ns ± NJ 

where the statistical uncertainty flE:llR is calculated taking Ns and MY as 

(Poisson distributed) independent numbers. For kinking 2 prongs at the 5 

high momenta. we find 

OllR = 6~;6 ::::1 .069 ± .03 

and for 2 prong ~·s. 

OJlR = 5~87~ ~ .056 ± .03. 

Here we have taken .03 as a reasonably conservative estimate of the error in 

0llR.E:llR. since we feel the naive statistical error underestimates the actual 

uncertainties. 
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Because the 5 upper momenta are well above threshold for multiple 

missing neutral final states, not every acceptable candidate which fails to 

constrain to reactions 1-4 should be regarded as kinematic fitting 

inefficiency in 6"e,. Taking into consideration our limited statistics, we 

estimate e p as follows: 

The largest class of I:+ events which pass measurement and have accept

able ionization on all tracks but fail to yield an acceptable kinematic fit to 

reactions 1-3 are those which do attain a constraint to I:K or I:K1T but 

require the CLOUDY-FAIR maximum number of iterations (nine) to achieve 

the fit; thus, although the solutions for these events have apparently con

verged, the required 10th iteration to demonstrate their stability is not avail

able. These marginal events are not accepted for analysis; those of them 

which have a 9 iteration kinematic fit as well as acceptable ionization for the 

r.K hypotheSiS are so asSigned (as. for the good r.K events) despite any possi

ble successful fits to a lc / 2c f.K1T hypotheSiS. In figure II.B (2 

entries/physical event), the unshaded histogram displays the MM2 (before 

constraint) recoiling against the outgoing meson track for all kinking 2 

prongs at the 5 high momenta (rr+-p ~ J<+ + /J/J); the shaded histogram is what 

remains after only the f.K events accept.ed for analysis are removed. The 

residual peak above background at ml consists of the failed fits to r.K. How

ever, we cannot simply take the ratio of the reSidual peak to the total r. sig

nal above background as a measure of oF' = 1 - E.F. because examination of 

failing r.K events demonstrated that r.+ ~ p rro constitutes a greater propor

tion of the residual peak than r.+ ... rr+n. which alone is used for cross secc 
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tions. 

When the marginal r.K events discussed above are removed as well. less 

than 1?- of the original r.+ signal remains (in the plot of the same MM2 in 

figure II.4b. these marginal events. which. as per above. were not permitted 

lc / 2c r.Krr assignment. have been thus removed along With the good 4c / 5c 

events). Thus these marginal events represent reasonably well the CLOUDY

F~R 1:K titting inetriciency (shaded peak in figure 11.8). and have been ioniza

tion selected and resolved tor r.+ decay mode along with the good r.K events. 

We take the traction of r.+ .. rr+n, in the residual 1: peak in figure 11.8 to be the 

same as in the rejected marginal r.K sample. Of the 183 marginal 1:K at the 

5 high momenta. 84 are r.+ .. rr+-n,. and we estimate the shaded residual r. 

peak in figure 11.8 to be 323 events above background. Of the 1518 accepted 

r.K events at the 5 high momenta. 914 are 1:+ .. rr+-n,. and the unshaded 1:+ 

peak area in figure II.8 contains 2991 events above background. so we esti-

mate that there are [ 195\~ ](2991) ::::s 1801 r.+ .. rr+n, events in the unshaded 1: 

peak. and that there are 

[ 914+84 ](2991+323) = [ 998](3314) ~ 19441:+ ... rr+-n, 
1518 + 183 1701 . 

in the total 1: peak. Thus the inefficiency is 

143 
OF = 1-eF = ---~ .07::.03. 

1944 

Here again. rather than using the naive statistical error in OF. we take .03 as 

a reasonable. conservative estimate ot the uncertainty. considering the 

difficulty of estimating the amounts of signal above background in figure 11.8. 

We take OF to represent also the fitting inefficiency for the 1e / 2e 

+- 0 
r.+ !(Orr+. r.+ ... rr+n, events. This is justified in part because the rejected 
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marginal EK1f' events bear approximately the same ratio to the good EK1f' 

that the marginal EK do to the good EK sample. 

Further. since there is kinematical information on the marginal EK 

events. tor 1:+ .... 1f'+n they have been eXamined tor correlations ot the fitting 

inefficiency with the dynamical variables; it was found that the rejected 

E+~. E+ ""1f'+n events at the 5 upper momenta ( ..... S8 total) which passed all 

primary and decay fiducial volume. angle. and length cuts ·used for good 

events were distributed in CO~C1I the same as the accepted 1:+ ~ events. 

and were roughly equally divided between forward and backward hemisphere. 

(b) A events 

To estimate the fitting inefficiency for 2 prong va events constrained to 

~1f'+A (essentially no A events are removed by the iterations cuts). in addi

tion to the simultaneous 2-vertex (7c) kinematic fit plus ionization selection 

which all accepted events were required to meet. on all K1f'A candidates 

. independent production (4c) and decay vertex (3c) kinematic fits and ioniza

tion selection were performed. Generally any event meeting the simultane

ous 2-vertex selection automatically satisfied the independent production 

and decay vertex requirements. but the converse did not hold. Thus to esti

mate OF we use that sample of K1f'A candidates which met all selection cri

teria (including production and decay fiducial volume. angle. and length cuts: 

see next section on cuts and weights) used for accepted events except the 

simultaneous 2-vertex kinematic fit. but which did. have the sum of the 

independent production and decay vertex kinematic t·s within the accep

tance limits used for the simultaneous 2-vertex fits. as well as acceptable 
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ionization at both vertices. Some of these events fail because of the propen

sity of A's to sutfer dissociation of production and decay vertices due to 

scattering. distortion. etc. Thus. for the 5 high momenta we get for KrrA 

24 
d, = 1-e, = 674 = .036±.02 

where again we take .02 as a reasonable uncertainty rather than the purely 

statistical one. 

Finally. there is a small residual overall bookkeeping and FOG-CLOUDY

FAIR tape failure event loss inefficiency corrected for in eB = 1-dB : for kink-

ing 2 prongs (1:K.1:Krr) we find dB :::s 370 ±270 and for 2 prong VO's (Krrll.). 

OB ~ 270 ± 170. 

F. Decay Angle and Length Cuts and Weights for I:+ and II. 

Figures II.9a.b display the 1:+ rest-frame decay CO~t and ~t for all 

1:+ ~ rr+n at the 5 high momenta. where: 

and 

r pf.AB x p{:'B pf:AB x Z 1 
~t = arc cos llPfADxp;-W1 IPf.ABxzl : 

Pt.P" are unit vectors for the I:+. decay 1T"+ in the I:+ rest-frame: pf:4B .PfrAB 
are their lab momenta: and t is the fixed lab vertical axis (approximately 

parallel to the camera optical axes). ~t runs from 0° to 180° and is folded so 

that ~t = 0° .180° means the decay plane [PPS x p;-W] contains t. For 10070 

efficient E+ detection. the cos~ and ~t distributions should be isotropic. 
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The depletion in TI.9a near co~ = +1 corresponds to small 1:+ lab decay 

angles (slight kinks) which are harder to detect. Similarly, 11.9b shows losses 

tor ~t near 00 and 1800
, where the kink is harder to detect. From the 

kinematics ot 1:+ .. 11'+71., only for t's with pf!AB > Po = 1.58 Ge V / c do both 

forward and backward rest-frame decays correspond to small lab angles: for 

pf4B < Po, backward 1: rest-frame decays are also backwards in the lab (large 

kinks), so II.9a shows loss mainly for co~ = +1, since most 1:'s in our sam

ples have pf4B < Po. For 1:+ .. 1'11'0, not used in normalized quantities, Po is 

only 0.24 GeY/c. 

To correct for systematic loss in co~, a minimum cut CXc is placed on 

the 1: lab decay angle cx: CXc is typically 40 -50 (loa tor 72" data). Each event 

passing the cut receives a pf4B -dependent weight W CI equal to the inverse ot 

the probability that its cos~ fall within the limits cos-rjt.coS15{: determined 

by CXc: 

At each of the 5 upper momenta the cuts on cx were determined by 

increasing the value ot CXc until the numbers of weighted events became con

stants within statistics (or maxima; see also ret. 2). 

The systematic loss in 'iPt is apprOXimately independent of pf.AB; thus the 

fraction lost to this bias in the rpt distributions at each incident momentum 

was used to calculate a constant correction C~ for 1:+ .. 1T'+n events. At the 5 

upper momenta. C~ varied from 1.04::.02 to 1.11::.03. comparable to the 

range of C, for the 9 lower energies. 

Because of limited bubble chamber spatial resolution. a minimum 1:+ lab 

length cut lc is imposed. and because 1:'s might leave the chamber before 

decay, a lab length cut IF is also imposed, where IF = distance from 1: 
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production vertex to the fixed decay fiducial volume boundary. Also. because 

there is a slight bias against events with very long. fast E's and correspond

ingly short. slow K's. a direct maximum E+ lab length cut lJIAX is imposed. 

Each E+ accepted has length lr; < It < lr.lJIAX as well as C 7't < 4c 7'0 and 

receives weight 

[ 
mtlr mtlJIAX 1 minimum 4c'To. pffB' pffB . The cut lr; is determined 

similarly to ar;; for the 5 upper momenta typically lr; = 4.5 mm and 

4 = 3 mm for the 9 lower energies. and lJIAX is typically 16-17 cm. (For EKlt' 

distributions such as mass spectra. the lr; cuts were relaxed to 3 mm at the 5 

upper momenta.) 

For E+ ~ events W (l WL = 1.36; for E+ ~1t'0 events W (l WL = 1.33; and for 

+ +r~ ----E 11' 1\- events W (l W, = 1.30. 

Figures 1I.10a.b show the A rest-frame decay cos~ ... and rp ... for A ... Plt'-

events at the 5 upper momenta. where in analogy to E+ events 

[ 
?~ x ?JrB ?pH x 2 1 

rp ... = arc cos IF~ x F;4 . IFpH x 21 

and the ranges and orientations of cos~ ... and rp ... are as for E+ events. figure 

II. lOa shows depletion for cos~ ... = + 1, corresponding to a backward 11'- in the 

A rest-frame. which is a low momentum 11'- in the lab; such A decays have 

asymmetric prongs with a short, often stopping or captured 11'- which is more 

difficult to scan and measure. To correct for this systematic loss a cut P min 

on the minimum 11'- lab momentum is imposed and each accepted event 
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receives a Pf4B-dependent weight Wp: 

Wp = 21 [ COS~A(Pmin;Pf4B) - 1 ] 

The value of P min was .04 GeV Ic (range ~ 1.5 cm); no cuts on minimum decay 

proton lab momentum were used (for our energies, miniIilum 

PfB = .2 GeV/c, range ~3.5 cm). 

For each incident momentum a constant correction C, for A ~ P1T

events, determined as with I:+ events, was applied to correct for the losses 

shown in II. lab. C, varied from 1.05 ± .02 to 1.03 ± .01. 

As for I:+ events, A events required minimum and maximum decay 

length cuts Lc ,LF and pf4B -dependent weights WL: 

W
L 

= 1/ [ e -(m.A,l,;)/(PJ:4BcT'O> - e -(m.A',)/(PJ:4BcT'o) ] 

At the 5 upper momenta Lc = 7 mm and at the 9 lower Lc = 8 mm. For distri

butions such as mass spectra, as opposed to cross sections, the lc cuts were 

relaxed to 5 mm. For KrrA events Wp WL = 1.33 at the 5 high momenta . 
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m. EXPERIlIENTAL RESULTS 

A. Normalization and 1Iicrobarn Equivalents 

The cross section in microbarns for a given channel at a particular 

incident momentum is 

a(jJb) = I:!:!L 
/ 

where JJ. is the microbarn/event factor for the channel and momentum. W 

the number of events weighted as discussed in Chapter II. and / is the frac

tion of the channel gOing into the decay mode(s) observed. taken from the 

Particle Data Group Tables (ref. 8). The microbarn equivalent factor for the 

channel and incident momentum is given by 

where Cr. C_ are as discussed in the last chapter. The density of liquid hydro

gen in the chamber. PH. was .0605 gm./ em.s (see ref. 4). N,4 is Avogadro's 

number. and L is the total beam path length through the production fiducial 

volume: 

L = (no. /ra.m.es)x(a.verage no. beam tracks/ /ra.me)x(length/ traclc). 

Events counted in cross section totals are required to have a primary vertex 

whose longitudinal position %. beam entrance lateral position y. and beam 

entrance azimuthal angle {J are Within the limits which determine the beam 

tracks counted in L above. The length per track Within the production 

fiducial volume for each incident momentum is calculated taking curvature 

into account. and the total is corrected tor attenuation by interaction using 
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the n+p total cross sections compiled by the Particle Data Group. ref. 10. as 

well as for J..L+ contamination. 

For the 2.48.2.15. and 1.94 GeV/c data samples the ave-rage number of 

beam tracks per frame was determined. as at the 9 low momenta. by count

ing at the scan table the tracks within the fiducial volume using a template 

to define the x. y. and p acceptance. At 1.94 and 2.46 GeV Ie. 2 frames every 

150 frames were counted for every 4th roll of film; at 2.15. 3 frames every 

225 frames were counted for every 4th roll. This sampling averaged over the 

multiple beam spills per Bevatron pulse. and counted a sufficient number of 

tracks to determine the number of beam particles at each momentum to 

within 1.5%. At 2.67 and 2.30 GeV Ie we use the similar beam. track count per

formed by Ko (ref. 4). corrected for our slightly different x. y. and P win

dows. 

Finally. for I:+ channels at 2.15 GeV Ie. the J..Lb equivalents include an 

additional correction for a FOG-CLOUDY-FAlR processing error which 

resulted in the loss of approximately 5% of good events for the I:K channel 

and 20% of good events for the I:Kn channels. at that one incident momen

tum only. 

Table I shows the J..Lb equivalents for the 14 incident momenta. 

B. Channel Cross Sections 

1. Numbers of Events 

The numbers of weighted and unweighted events used for cross section 

calculations for the final states (reactions 1-4) studied at the 14 incident 

momenta are given in Table II. Since all cross section determinations for 
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channels with E+ are made from E+ .. "+n events (except EK" channels for 

p." ~ l.B4 GeY Ic). no weighted totals of E+ .. pTfJ are given in Table II. Gen

erally the E+ .. prfJ events for a given channel are -25-3070 fewer than the 

E+ .. "+n events for p." ~ 1.6B GeY Ic. reflecting the lower detection 

efficiencies for the proton decay mode as the incident momentum. increases. 

Table III gives the channel cross sections for reaction 1 as determined 

by this work for the 5 higher momenta. and as determined by refs. 2 and 3 

for the 9 lower momenta. Only E+ .. "+n events are used. and the cross sec

tions have been corrected using the branching fractions published in the 

Particle Data Group (PDG) tables. Errors include both statistical uncertain

ties and uncertainties in all systematic effects (uncertainties in systematic 

effects are all included in the errors of the JJ.b equivalent factors). 

Figures III.1a,b display plots of the 14 '£.K channel cross sections au as 

a function of laboratory incident "+ momentum p.". as well as the total avail

able world data for this channel taken from the PDG compilations ref. 12. and 

from refs. 13.15.16.19.20. and 22. Only hydrogen bubble chamber (HBC) or 

deuterium bubble chamber (DBC) data With 4rr steradian acceptance are 

included. With the exception of the integrated cross section data at 7.5 and 

11.5 GeY Ic from the spectrometer-bubble chamber experiment of the SLAC 

SHF Collaborations. ref. 16. 

In figure III.l we note that the main features of au are a rise from 

threshold to a peak at p", ::::: 1.5 Ge V / c. presumably corresponding partly to 

formatlon of the [/ = 3/2] 6(1960). and a subsequent power law fall in p",. 
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(For branching fraction determination of a(l960) ... r,K. see refs. 2 and 3.) 

Also note that 

s = (Ptr + pp)2 = m.: + m.; + 2E"f1'I.p 

s::s m.: + m.i + 2m"p" 

where p".pp are the incident 1r+ and target p 4-momenta. and E".p" the 1r+ 

lab energy and 3-momentum. Thus s is approximately linear in p". 

Because au has been extensively measured. the 5 new data points pro

vide a good extrinsic check on the overall experimental normalization of our 

5 high momenta. 

The slope of the power law tall in p" obtained by titting all the data in 

figure m.l with p" ~ 1.5 GeY Ic is given in Table V1 (see section III.E). 

The values of channel cross sections tor r,+ K+rfJ tor' the 5 higher 

momenta of this work given in Table III are computed from r,+ ... 1r+n events 

using the PDG branching tractions: again. er'rOl'S include uncertainties in 

both statistics and systematic effects. At the 9 lower momenta, the r,+ ... p rfJ 

events were sui!iciently unbiased so that they were included in Cr'oss section 

computations tor r,Krr. The r,+rr+ J<O cross sections are similarly calculated, 

with an additional cOr'rection. using PDG branching fractions, to take into 

account the fact that there is no Visible J<O decay, Le., all J<O are K,o ... rrorro or 

Kf· 

Figures III.2a,b and III.3a,b show the r,+ J(i'rro and r,+rr+ J<O channel cross 

sections as functions ot p" along with the world data (principally HBC or DBC 

experiments) taken from refs. 12.13,17,18,19, and 22. 
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For the ~+ K+.,rJ channel. the main features are a steep rise to a rather 

broad maximum in the region -2.0-2.5 GeV Ic and the beginning of a power 

. law decline. The PDG tables list several high spin. rather broad (f - 400 

MeV). I = 3/2 rrp resonances corresponding to the region Pine - 2.0-3.0 

GeV Ic. but clearly the data is so limited that no useful branching fraction 

information can be obtained. The resultant slope of a fit to the data of figure 

m.2 withp" ~ 2.0 Ge V / c is given in Table VI. 

The principal features of the ~+1T+ J(O channel total cross sections in 

figure III.3 are very similar to those of ~+ ~1TO. The results of fitting the data 

of figure Ill.3 for p" ~ 2.3 GeV Ic are given in Table VI. (See Section U1.E.) 

The cross sections tor this channel given in Table III and displayed in 

figure III.4a.b are computed from A ... P1T- events and corrected using PDG 

branching fractions tor the unseen A ... nrr'l mode. The threshold for this 

channel is low enough so that ~(1960) prodUction may contribute to the peak 

at p" ~ 1.75 Ge V / c. to which the cross section rises steeply from threshold. 

The world data included in figure II1.4 are from refs. 12.13.17.18.19.20. and 

22. The fitted slope of the data of figure III.4 is given in Table VI. (See Sec

tion lII.E.) 
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c. General Features of the Krrr..KrrA Data 

This section presents general production features of the final states of 

reactions 2-4. Fits to '!: and determinations of polarizations and density 

matrix elements are presented in Chapter N. 

Dalitz plots of the invariant masses m:X versus mEn for all r.+ ~rro 

events at incident momenta 1.55. 1.63. 1.68. 1.77. and 1.84 GeV Ic are exhi

bited in figures m.5 and m.6 (as discussed above and in ref. 1. the r.+ .... p-rrO 

and r.+ .... rr+n events have been combined). In figures Ill.7 and m.8 are 

displayed the same Dalitz plots. for r.+ .... rr+n events only. at incident 

momenta 1.94. 2.15. 2.30. 2.46. and 2.67 GeV/c. Figures III.9 through m.12 

present the projected m;K spectra (with weighted events) for the Dalitz plots 

of figures III.5-III.8. Finally. figures III. 13-III.16 exhibit the Chew-Low plots of 

invariant momentum transfer squared tpE versus m;K for the event samples 

of figures III.5-III.8. where 

and Pp .PE are the 4-momenta of the target proton and r.+. 

First we note the strong K'+(892) production for the incident momenta 

PTT ~ 1.94 Ge V / c. and the general consistency of the mass distributions at 

the momenta Pfl ~ 1.77 Ge V / c with phase space. Secondly. the samples at 

1.94-2.67 GeV/c do not contain any significant r.'+(1385) ... r.+rro signal. From 

the Chew-Low plots shown here (as well as the 5 others at each incident 

momentum not exhibited) it is clear that the K·(892) production is forward-
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backward peaked. cleanly produced. and that the various mass spectra 

should be free of any kinematical retlections arising from sharp or peculiar 

invariant momentum transfer dependences. For p." = 1.84 GeV Ic. phase 

space limits just barely permit 1\ production. and there is a peak at the 

upper end of the m:K spectrum. 

Figures In. 17-III.28 display for the t+ XOrr+ channel the same sequence of 

Dalitz plots. mass spectra. and Chew-Low plots as figures III.5 through nI.l6 

did for t+ K+rfl. with mix replacing mi.". Again. the most prominent feature 

is the strong ~(892) production for p." ~ 1.94 GeV Ic. which clearly consti

tutes a larger fraction of this channel than of t+ X-+rfl. There is no real evi

dence of any N· ... tK signal; the Chew-Low plots show that the K· production 

is strongly forward-backward peaked. Finally. figure nI.29 displays the pro

jected m:K spectrum for t+rr+ XOevents with t+ "'p rfJ at 2.67 GeV Ic; clearly 

the shape is similar to that for the t+ ... rr+n events. 

For the channel Ir"rr+A. figures III. 3D. III.3:. and III.32 exhibit plots of 

Tn~ versus mK.,,; figures 1l1.33. III.34. and III.35 display the mt, spectra; and 

figures 1l1.36. 1l1.37. and 1l1.38 give the t."K == (Pw - PK)2 versus mKff plots for 

the incident momenta from 1.41 to 2.67 GeV Ic. The curves drawn on the 

TnKTr spectra are phase space normalized to the spectrum well outside the 

t(:385) region. The strong t·(1385) signal at all momenta is clearly pro-
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duced in a progressively more forward-backward preferred twx distribution 

as the incident momentum increases; furthermore. the background under 

the 1:(1385) signal at the higher momenta is evidently small. There appears 

to be a broad excess or clustering of events at higher mL. which could be 

due to retlection of a low-mass N- enhancement in m1K. or to production of a 

A1r enhancement in the mAfl - 1670-1700 MeV region. such as the 1:(1670) of 

ref. 8. However, the 1:(1670) width is given as 35-70 MeV. which is much nar

rower than the region of excess in the ml" spectra. As will be seen in the 

next section. the Dalitz plot distributions are statistically consistent with 

1:( 1385) plus phase space background. The clustering or enhancement in the 

region mAfl ~ 1700 MeV is visible in other published data. such as that of 

Butler et al. (ret. 21) at 3.7 GeVlc and Goddard et ai. (ret. 22) at 10.3 GeV/c. 

1. Quasi Two Body States 

A three body final state: 

a + b ~ 1 + 2 + 3: 

~7C~ 
A~3 

dominated by a single quasi-two body resonance (say 1 -, in the 1-2 dip article 

system) production state 
,-~--z. 

a + b ... 1· + 3 ~ 1 + 2 + 3: 

is described by the variables ,. .1 

m ~2 = (PI + P2)2 and t = t(J3 = (PJ - PIa)2 

along with the decay angles n = (",~) of the 1· state in the 1-2 center of 

mass, where Pi is the 4-momenlurn. of the ith particle. The Dalilz plot 
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densities for our data are adequately described with the phenomenological 

form for P-wave 1- resonance production (see, e.g., refs. 23,24): 

(III.D.1) 

where a,{1,"Y are constants, B(mr2) is a Breit-Wigner function of mr2, and 

COS'f1H is the helicity cosine of the 1- ... 1 + 2 decay: cos"'H = P2'P3 in the 1-2 

center of mass COS"'H is completely specitled by mr2 and m~ .. 

This form ignores interference between resonance and background, 

ignores resonance production in m~ or mr3 (as well as its reflection in mr2), 

and assumes there should be no signitlcant retlections in m r2 from sharp or 

peculiar dependence on the various invariant momentum transfers. Initial 

tlts to the data showed, as expected from the limited statistics, that despite 

the strong I:. and K· production the I:K11' and K11'A Dalitz plots were ade-

quately tltted with 

(III.D.2) 

where the form of the P-wave Breit Wigner B (with no barrier factors) is that 

in Jackson, ref. 25: 

(III.D.3) 

and 

(III.D.4) 

me.re are the mass and width of the I:·(1385) or K·(892),p = P (mr2) is the 

magnitude of the 3-momentum of 1 (or 2) in the 1-2 center of mass, and 

Pe = P (mf2 =m8); z is a parameter on the order of m;l which was fixed at 
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0.1 GeV /c. Because of the statistics ma.ra were fixed at the PDG table values. 

The fitting was not sensitive to the value of z. and was not sensitive to the 

form of B(mf2) either. with a simple non-relativistic S-wave fitting as well as 

(IIl.D.3) above. 

2. t+ K~ (892) 

Table N displays the fractions of t+ K .... (892) production present in the 

E+.r-tr'l and t+1T+ XC final states at each of the 5 high momenta. and Table V 

presents the cross sections for 1T+P ~ t+ r ~ t+ J<+~. t+1T+ XC. The values of 

/ were determined by fitting the functional form in Equation (II1.D.2) to the 

t+.r-tr'l and t+1T+ J(O data by >C minimization: in all cases a satisfactory fit was 

considered to have been attained when 

>c1 (NO. OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM) S 1. All cross sections in Table V have 

been corrected tor unobserved final hyperon and/or J(O decay modes using 

the PDG branching tractions. and the values of cross sections tor 

1T+P ~ t+ r. J{ ~ J<+~ + 1T+;(J are simply the sums of a's tor the J<+~ and 

J(fJ1T+ decay modes. (As we saw in Chapter II, the K· mass band is roughly 

orthogonal to the 1T-K ambiguity region: the summed r cross sections 

should not have a 1T-K miSidentification bias.) Finally. the last column of 

Table V exhibits the ratios 

From lsospm we expect R = 2, and at all momenta the values are consistent 

with this ratio; moreover, the quantity 

RTOT == L {K- ~ /(J1f+)/ L (K- ~ ~1fO) 
Pw: PiN: 
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which uses all Ii events at the 5 high momenta has a value of 1.8 ± 0.2. The 

errors on the cross sections in Table V include uncertainties from both the 

tK1T' channel cross sections and the titted fractions / . 

Figure 111.39 presents the 5 Eli channel cross sections from this data, 

as well as the world data for this channel. where data from sources using only 

one K- decay mode have been corrected using R = 2 and ignoring the negli

gible branching of Ii into K1T'1T', etc. Also included is the point from titting 

our 1.84 GeV /c EK1T'data (using all E+ decay modes). The slope from a tit to 

the data in figure III.39 is given in Table VI. For the analysis in Chapter IV the 

Eli final state is defined as all events Within a 1T'-K mass cut of .817 GeV 

~ m."K ~ .967 GeV, which corresponds to a ~ band m.o ± 1.5ro = .892 ± .075 

GeV. Integration of the of the titted mass distribution of Equation (III.D.2) 

over this m.."K band yields a background of ""1270 for the E+1T'+ J(O Ii band, and 

a background of ""3570 for the r.+ X+rrO ~ region. For both E+1T'+ J(O and 

E+ x+rfJ events in the Ii band, the average weight/event is the same as for all 

events of those channels. 

3. r."( 1385)x+ 

The fractions f of E"( 1385)x+ production present in the X+rr+A tlnal 

state at each of the 5 high momenta are given in Table IV, and Table V 

presents the channel cross sections for rr+p ... E"( 1385)x+ ... A.1T'+ ~ for all 12 

momenta With PTf ~ 1.41 GeV /c. For the 5 high momenta the values of f were 

determined, as for Eli, by fitting the functional form of Equation (III.D.2) to 

the A.rr+ x+ data by x:- minimization which was conSidered satisfactory when 

jl / (NO. OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM) :s 1. and successful fits were attained 
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,'" 

using only the E-(1385) plus incoherent phase space background. For the 7 

momenta of ref. 1 with Pn ~ 1.84 GeV Ic. the fraction of E-(1385)K present 

was determined both by fitting the mass distributions and by simply countiIli 

the numbers of events in the E·(1385) signal above the phase space back

ground (whose normalization was determined well outside the E-(1385) 

region); both these methods were found to be in excellent agreement. The 

E-(1385)K channel cross sections are corrected for the unseen A decay mode 

using PDG table branching fractions. and the errors include uncertainties 

from both the KrrA cross sections and the fitted fractions f . 

Figure 1II.40 displays the 12 E ..... (1385)K'" channel cross sections of this 

work. as well as the world data. where data from other sources has been 

corrected where necessary with PDG branching fractions to represent only 

the E - ... A1r mode; Table VI gives the slope from a fit to the data of figure 

III. 40. In Chapter IV I;. K events are defined by the mass cut mAn: 

1.382 ± .050 Ge V ~ mo ± 1.5 he. Integration of the fitted Equation (III.D.2) 

over this cut yields a background fraction of -12-14% for the 5 higher 

momenta. Events in the I;·(1385) band had the same average weight/event 

as the complete KrrA samples. 

Although we do not extract I;·(1385)+ K·(892)+ cross sections from our 

own data, we have compiled for comparison (and also for later use of the Pw 

power law scaling) the total available world data on this channel cross section 

from refs. 12,19,20,21.22,47,52, which is exhibited in figure III.41; a previous 

compilation by Goddard (ref. 22) did not include the very recent points of 

----------------------------------------
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refs. 20 and 52 at 7. 11.5. and 16 GeV Ic. Quite clearly this channel is well 

described by a power law in Pine . 

E. Comparison of Channel Cross· Sections for EK.EK. E· K. E· K; K1rA and 

K1rE 

1 .. EK.r.K .E· K.E· K 

The cross sections for the 2-body and quasi-2-body channels EK. EK·. 

E· K. E· K displayed in figures III.1.39.4D.41 exhibit rough power law 

behavior in p" for p" > 2 Ge V / c. whose fitted values are given in Table VI. 

For the EK and E· K data. the maxima at 1.5 and 1.7 GeV Ic presumably 

represent in part !l ... EK.E· K. and the fall ot! immediately beyond the peaks 

in figures III.l.39 appears steeper than that of the higher lYing points. 

Because of their limited extent inp". inclusion of these steeper points in the 

fits affects mainly the intercepts and not the slopes. which clearly represent 

well the general trend of the higher p" pOints. The threshold for the r.K 

channel is above the low lying !l·s. and thus it is not surprising that the cross 

section is closer to a pure power law immediately beyond the maximum. 

For the channels EK.EK.E· K. E· r most of the events lie in forward 

peaks near cos't7-Cll = 1 (or t == trrK = t min) as Prr increases. and for these 

channels ir.. the forward direction the dominant exchanged quantum numbers 

are those of the r(892) and K-( 1430) (see Chapter IV (or detailed com

ment). 

From simple Regge phenomenology, one expects that for all these channels 

at higher s (see. e.g .. Irving and Worden. ret. 69): 
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II 

(aO,al constants), 

where 0../1 I=:j ao + alt is the effective trajectory of the (weak exchange degen

erate) K" and KH. Thus one expects (or may simply take as an established 

empirical result: see Chapter IV) that for all these channels a; has an 

exponential forward peak which shrinks with increasing Prr or s as (ignoring 

turnovers, dips, and kinematic zeroes): 

(a.,b constants), 

and since most of the channel cross section is contained in the forward peak 

between to == tmJn and some value tl for which '!': I=:j 0, one gets the result 

extensively discussed in the classic treatment of Morrison. ref. (30), or more 

recently in Barger and Cline, ref. (31): 

'0 
a = J ~ d.t = (const)SCl+b'o = (const)sq = (const)(2'171.pPrr)Q 

'1 
where a,b,q are constants dependent only upon the exchanged quantum 

da numbers. For hypercharge via K·,KH one expects from high energy d.t 

data that roughly q ~ -1.7 (see ref. 31 and Chapter IV). 

As can be seen from the values in Table VI, the powers for r.K,r.K",r: K 

are all roughly in agreement with each other as well as with the value 

q = -1.7. The r.. K· channel's value of q = -1.81 ± 0.24 is also in good agree-

ment with this expectation. 
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For the 3-body channels the situation is not so simple as for the 2~body 

cases which are adequately represented as dominated by a single exchange 

process. However, for X+rr+A. x+rrOI:+, and ](Orr+1:+ the various processes 

which contribute all have couplings, quantum numbers, and kinematics 

sutficiently similar so that one expects the cross sections all to fall at 

roUghly the same power. Additionally, low lying resonance formation is not· 

strongly apparent in figures III.2,IIl.3,III.4 and a simple power law represents 

the data fairly well from the maxima onward. From Table VI evidently all 

three channels have powers consistent With q = -1. 
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II 

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE CHANNELS r,K,r,K- ,r, -K,r, -K-

A. r,K 

d.a 
1. d.t ,Pt 

Figures IV.1-IV.3 display '!: for 1T+P ~ r,+ ~ at all 14 incident momenta; 

here as usual t == (Pt -Prr)2 = (PE-pp)2, and also t' == t -tmin, where Itlllinl is 

the minimum value of Itl. The data for the 9 lower momenta only have been 

obtained by transformation of d. d.~ into d.d.t(J , which because of t::.Pw;, 
cos C.1I. 

results in a very slight sharpening of the peaking in ct;:. Figures IV.4-IV.6 

exhibit the r,+ polarization Pr. versus t for all 14 momenta. Curves superim-

posed on the data are predictions from hypercharge exchange (HYCEX) 

amplitude analysis models discussed below. Only r,+ .. 1T+n events are used 

for rt;: , because the asymmetry parameter ex for the r,+ ~ 1T+n decay is only 

.07. only r,+ .. P 1To events are used for Pr.. 

Because the strong interaction conserves parity. for 1T+P .. r,+~. Pt 

must be parallel to the production normal 
.......... ..... ..... ..... 
n == PrrC.lI. x P KC.II. = Pp'C.II. x PEC.II. (p' is initial state proton). Since the 

decay r,+ .. p rfl is parity violating. the r,+ rest frame decay distribution has 

the form (see Gasiorowicz. ref. 33): 

d.N 1 
d. cos~ - 2( 1 + exPEcOS~) (IV.A.1) 

where ex is the r,+ .. P rfl asymmetry parameter and ~ is the angle in the r,+ 

rest frame between the decay proton and the axis with respect to which Pr. is 
~ .. ----- -----------------------------------
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measured. 

For cos~ = n·pp. with PI' in the E+ rest frame (n is invariant under 

transformation from the overall C.M. to the E+ rest frame). the simplest 

moment estimator of PI is (see Solmitz. ref. 34): 

1 1 3 " PI = -3 <cos~> = - --L.Jcos~, ex ex N , (IV.A.2) 

wl:lere the sum is over all events in the given sample. N = E. Kotler et al. , 
(ref. 35) observed that since detection efficiency for E+ .... prrfJ is very low in 

the regionpI'pp :::::s 1. i.e .. n·pp = (Pp,XPI)'Pp :::::s O. for the 1st moment estima

tor the numerator ~cos~, = l:(n'pp), is not greatly different from its value 

" " 
for 100% I;+ .... prro detection efficiency. but the denominator N = ~ is biased 

" 
by loss of events. Bangerter (ref. 36) has shown that a simple remedy is to 

use the ratio-of-moments (r.o.m.) estimator: 

(IV.A.3) 

since <cos2~> = ; will be formally valid provided the detection bias is an 

even function of cos~. At the 5 higher momenta we have compared the 1st 

moment estimator with the r.o.m. estimator. and found no significant 

differences; we use the r.o.m. estimator because it is no more difficult to 

compute. All Pr. values at the 9 lower momenta are 1st moment estimates. 

and all Pr. values at the 5 high momenta are r.o.m. estimates. All errors 

shown on ~~ and Pr. are statistical. 

The principal features of ct:; are: a strong forward peak for all P;nc; a 
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pronounced backward peak for PWu: > 1.5 GeV/c. Near Pw: ~ 1.55, which 

corresponds to the formation energy for the 6(1950), the central regions 

have a complicated dip and peak structure, but for PiN: ~ 2 Ge V / c the cen

tral regions are highly suppressed with simple fixed-t (or fuced-u) features. 

For comparison figure IV.3 also displays the 3.23 GeV Ic t+ x+ data of Kotler 

(ret. 35), the 3.7 data of Butler (ref. 21), and the 5 GeV Ic data of Toet et al. 

(ret. 19). The main features of their data appear also in ours for 

Pw: ~ 2 GeV/c. 

For Pw: > 1.4-, Pr. is generally small or negative in the forward region 

near t ~ t min, large and positive in the middle region. and small or negative 

in the backward direction: generally there is a crossover in the forward 

region at It I ~ 0.4 (GeV/c)2, corresponding to the dip in '!':. The forward 

features of Pr. are seen at higher energies such as in refs. 16.67. while the 

backward behavior is similar to that in the 3.5 GeV Ic Pr. data of Bradamante 

et al., ref. 37. 

The slopes b and intercepts A from fits to the forward peaks in '!: of 

form 

~= Ae bC 
d.t . 

are shown i~ figures IV.7.8 which display our values of A = '!; 10 and b along 

with the available world data from the PDG compilation (ref. 12), and refs. 16, 

cta l 
19, and 67. FO peaks approximately at the 6( 1950) and falls sharply to 

Pw; ~ 2 Ge V / C, and then declines roughly in a power-law, which one would 

expect of Regge behavior: b also shows a peak at the 6( 1950) and then a pos

sible slow rlse in PiAt: or s. Again. if f.K is Regge-like at higher PiN: , one would 
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expect an lns rise in b (Regge shrinkage). 

For a 0- ~ + .. 0- ~ + process like "+p .. I:+ X+. after taking parity con

servation into account, there are two independent Lorentz invariant (s- or t

channel) helicity amplitudes H ++ and H +_, where the subscripts denote the 

initial and final baryon helicities ±*' In terms of H++ and H+_ (see, e.g., 

Barger and Cline, ref. 31) the observables ~ and P are given by the well-

mown relations: 

(TV. A 4) 

and 

p ~ = - 2 Im(H++H:_) (TV.AS) 

Angular momentum conservation requires as t .. t mm, H+_ .. 0 (again, 

see ref. 31) so that in the very forward direction, only H ++ contributes to 

'!:. the sharp forward peaks of the I:+ x+ data indicate the channel is dom-

inated by H ++ near t miD' This behavior is typical of the channel at much 

higher energies (ct. refs. 12.16.67) and perSists down into the low and inter

mediate energies of these data. May et al., ref. 59. see the same forward 

region behavior at the highest momenta yet aVailable. the 35. 70, and 140 

GeY Ic r..lAL data. The dip or break at -t = 0.4 in particular is a constant 
-
feature over the entire range from our momenta to that of May et al. 
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In the forward and backward regions the reaction 

(IV.A6) 

is related by isospin of the t- and u-channel exchanges to the reactions 

(IV.A 7) 

(IV.AS) 

For (N.A.6) and (IV.A 7) in the forward region both I = 1... and 3 
2 2 

exchanges are possible. whereas for (N.A.S) the exchange must be I = ~. If 

only SU(3) octet quantum numbers are exchanged (no exotic exchange). 

then I = ~ exchange cannot occur as a single process. but must proceed 

through multiple exchanges (such as cut contributions). The high energy 

data of Akerlof. Bashian (ref. 3S) show that forward rr-p .... K+I:- scattering is 

small. so that I = ~ exchange is negligible. If only I = ~ exchange occurs. 

t-channel isospin yields for forward cross-sections the well-known relation: 

d.a + da - rAl a -(rr p .... I:+ J<+) = 2 -(rr p .... ./\ -I: ) 
d.t . d.t (IVA 9) 

For (IVA6) and (IVAB) in the backward region. I = 0 and 1 exchange is 

possible. while for (N.A.7) only I = 1 can occur. The data of Dahl (ref. 39) for 

rr-p .... XOI:° show very small backward cross sections for Pine > 2 Ge Vic. so 

that presumably u-ehannel HYCEX is mainly I = O. 

The relationship (IVA 9) has been found to hold well at higher energies 

by Ward (5 GeV Ie). ref. 40. and Berglund (7 GeV Ie). ref. 67. Figure N.9 shows 

our 1.77. 1.B4. 1.94. 2.15. 2.3. 2.46, 2.67 GeV Ie I:+ x+ data along with the 3.0 
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GeV Ic XOrfJ data ot Ward (ret. 40), the K+r,- data ot Dahl (ret. 39), and the 

J(Or.0 data ot Hart (ret. 40). We also compare the data of Butler (ret. 21), 3.7 

GeV/c, with the 4- GeV/c r,0J<O data ot Ward, and the new 3.95 GeV/c r.0J<O data 

ot Loverre, ret. 32. The 3.0 GeV Ic data ot Ward has been scaled to 2.67 GeV Ic 

by titting their 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10.7, 15.7 GeV Ic J<Or.0 integrated peripheral cross 

section compilation to a power law in PiN:, and all J<Or.0 data has been multi

plied by 2. The low energy r.0 J(O data of Hart have been similarly scaled to 

our momenta where necessary USlng a fit to the low momenta r,o J<O cross sec

tions, the 3.95 and 4 r.o J<O data have been scaled to 3.7. and all x+r.- data ot 

Dahl have been scaled where appropriate using their fit to a world data com-

pilation. Clearly at all momenta I = t-OnlY t-channel exchange seems to 

hold well even at these modest energies. At 2.67 GeV/c the backward r.+x+ 

and r.-x+ cross sections are in excellent agreement, and the 2.6 r,o XO data of 

Dahl (not shown) has a negligible backward hemisphere cross section of 

-3j.Lb, all of which agrees with I = Q-only u-channel HYCEX. By 1.77, 1.84, 

however, the backward r,0J(O and r.-x+ cross sections are comparable and 

smaller than r,+ x+. 

In figure IV. 10, we display the backward hemisphere (COs~CM SO) 

integrated cross sections as for Trt-p ... r,t- x+ from our data and the data of 

Kofier. Butler, Toet. and Cooper (refs. 35.21.19.47); the line drawn on figure 

N.IO represents a fit of form as = Ap;I.I. We find that b ~ 4 as expected for 

baryon Regge exchange processes. In particular we note that Dahl (ref. 39) 

finds that the channel cross section (or Tr-P ... r,-x+ (which is nearly all back

ward hemisphere) follows a P;' power law. 
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3. Amplitude Analysis Models for HYCEX and Weak Exchange Degeneracy 

For "+p -+ E+ 1(+. Regge phenomenology describes the amplitudes at high 

energy in the forward region as a sum of Regge pole exchanges. each of 

which contributes to H ++.H +_ terms (see Barger and Cline. ref. 31) of form 

(we ignore for now absorptive and cut contributions): 

(N.A.10) 

Here a(t) is the exchanged trajectory. ! ++(t)./ +-(t) the residues of the par

ticular exchange. and 1'. the Signature factor, = +1 (-1) for even (odd) signa

ture exchanges: So is a scale parameter. For the vector r, l' = -1; l' = +1 

for the tensor K··. The phase is entirely specified by (1' + e-i1Ta('», and the 

energy dependence is in the saC') factor (except for a 1 ::::l .L depen-
pCII~ s 

dence of ! ++./ +_). Thus we expect, since for this process unnatural JP 

exchange (in particular, pseudoscalar K) is forbidden, and ignoring non-pole 

terms, the amplitudes are: 

where K·,r· each have the form (N.A.10) above. The line reversed process 

(K-p -+"-E+) in the forward region has, similarly: 

since the odd Signature K· changes sign under line reversal (see Appendix A). 

The K· and K·· are strong exchange degenerate (EXD) if ! K" = ! K- and 

aK " = aK .", and one gets the predictions for the forward region: 
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au au - ) -(1TN -. EK) = -(KN .. I:1I" 
dt dt 

and (IV.A.ll) 

P(1I"N -. EK) = P(KN -. E1I") = o. 

Weak exchange degeneracy (WEXO) holds if ax- = aX- but I x- ~ Ix-. 

whence: 

au du - ) -(1I"N -. EK) = -(KN -. E1I" 
dt d.t 

and (N.A.12) 

Under line reversal alone. Without assuming WEXD or EXD (Le .. ax- ~ aK - and 

I K- ~ I K-)' one predicts only: 

- du) d.u P(1fN -e EK)P(KN -. E1I") < 0 or P(EK) F= - P(E1I" dt . (N.A.13) 

Thus the mere fact ot opposite signs for P in 1I"N and KN channels does not 

imply WEXD. since (N.A.13) tollows from line reversal alone; this considera

tion does not seem to be suffiCiently appreciated in the literature. For WEXD. 

we must have P(1I"N) = -P(KN). (For a detailed revieW at all the preceding. 

see Appendix A.) 

Since at all incident momenta. Pr. ~ O. we ccm. conclude that EXD does 

not hold. Recent measurements of 1I"N -e '£.K and lGv -e '£.11" in the same detec-

tor by Baker et al. (7.11.5 GeV Ic). ref. 16. and Berglund et al. (7.10.1 GeV Ic). 

ret. 67. indicate that WEXD (N.A.12) holds well at high energy. WEXD seems 

to be Violated at Pi.7II: s 4 Ge V / c (see the reviews of Navelet and Stevens. ret. 

41. and Ward. ref. 42). The Pr. data of refs. 16.67 do show the expected mir

ror symmetry at WEXD. May et al. (70 GeV Ic) find some WEXD breaking at 

the lughest momentum yet studied. 
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Navelet and Stevens (NS), ref. 41. formulated a typical Regge model for 

HYCEX amplitudes of the form: 

H++ = K:+ + K:+ + Kc· + K;. 

H+_ = 14- + 14"-
(IV.A.14) 

where r,r· are basically WEXD pole amplitudes like (IV.A.10), and /C,K;. 

are effective cut terms necessary in H ++ to parameterize the absorptive and 

Regge cut contributions which lead, among other things, to WEXD breaking: 

/C,/C. have the form of pole amplitudes, but with a trajectory of smaller 

intercept and slope than aK • .x'" At high energies, NS note, cut and absorp

tive corrections have long been known to be significant mainly for the non

tlip amplitude, while the tlip amplitudes seem to be closer to pure Regge 

poles. Navelet and Stevens determined the model parameters (residues and 

trajectories) by fitting most then available (1976) data for rrN .... EK, 

rrN .... AJ(, KN ... Err, KN ... Arr from Pi.n.c = 4 GeV/c to Pine = 16 GeV/c and 

-t ~ 0-1.5(GeV/c)2. The curves drawn on ct:; and Pr. in figures IV.1-IV.6 are 

the (absolute) predictions of the NS amplitudes for EK, and we observe that 

their high energy formalism fits the data well, down even into the 6(1950) 

region. Specifically: 

(a) For Pine > 1.7 Ge V / c NS describe the forward peak well, though the 

data slopes are slightly steeper: not surprisingly, for Pine < 1.7 the 

slopes are increasingly steeper than the model as one approaches the 

6(1950): the dip at -t ~ 0.4, which corresponds to the wrong

signature-nonsense-zero (WSNZ) of the amplitudes, where 

aK. ~ aK- ~ 0, is described well at all Pine' 
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(b) For p;",; > 2 Ge VIe the central region of ct; is well described even 

out beyond 900 in the C.M.; torp;",; < 2 GeVle the model describes the 

a:verage behavior ot ~ nearly out to the backward peak. in accord 

with duality expectations tor high energy amplitudes extrapolated to 

low energies. 

(c) For PE the NS predictions are qualitatively good tor Pw: > 1.5 - the 

crossover at t - 0.3-0.4( Ge VIe )2. corresponding to the WSNZ. 

appears at most momenta. and away from t ~ t mm. PE is positive. 

although larger than the NS prediction. 

We thus conclude that torward 1f+P ... t+ J(+ is Regge-like down to within a tew 

hundred MeV Ic of the 6(1950). as one might expect from the weak coupling 

of s-channei 6 formation to l:K; NS also describe the 3.23. 3.7. and 5.0 data 

well. on which the NS model had not been previously tested. 

Further. we have eXamined the NS predictions for WEXD breaking at our 

energies: in figures IV. 11. IV. 12 we show our 2.46.2.30.2.15.1.94.1.84.1.77 

t+ K+ data with the l\p ... t+1r- data of De Bellefon and Berthon. ref. 43. at 

2.516. 2.331. 2.135. 1.934. 1.842. 1.741 GeV/c, as well as NS predictiOns (or 

both channels. We also show the NS predictions (or Pr. at 2.3 GeV Ie. Clearly, 

WEXD is violated. but the NS model describes the breaking in ct; very well 

even at the lower Pw;. The NS model has also been tested on very recent tK 

data by Loverre (ref. 32). 3.95 GeV Ic. Baker (ref. 16). 7,11.5 GeV Ic, and Ber

glund (ret. 67).7.10.1 GeV Ic; at all these momenta, the NS amplitudes give 

an excellent qualitative description of both the f.K data and the WEXD break

ing in the KN data, although most authors refitted the NS parameters to get 
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even better agreement with their data, which yielded slightly different resi-

dues and a's . 

Finally, we observe that the opposite signs of Pt in figure IV.12b are in 

agreement with pole dominance of the 1Tp,KpI:+ poduction channels, 

although the poles are evidently not exactly WEXD (see Appendix). 

da ) . da - ) We have compared d.t (roN .... I:K WIth d.t (KN .... I:ro at the same Pw:: 

at very high energy this is clearly appropriate. The energy dependence of a 

pure Regge pole !; for t ~ 0 is 

d a _ _1_s21l(o) 

d.t pbis 

where PCM is the C.M. momentum of the initial state. Thus with a(O) ~ .35 for 

HYCEX, c;: - (PCM )-2(v'S)-O.6. In our Pw: range, with Pine (roN) ~ Pine (KN), 

typically PCM(KN) ~ .97 PCM('rrN) and VSKN ~ 1.03 VSfTN' so that for a pure 

pole model we expect kinematics alone to yield EXD breaking of order 

'!; (KN) ~ (.97)-2(1.03)-0·6 c;: (roN) ~ 1.04 c;: (roN) , 

Le., -4% of the breaking is purely kinematic, which is much smaller than the 

observed (and predicted) breaking. as well as the statistical precision. and 

which justifies ignoring small differences in v'S when comparing at the same 

Pw· NS parameterize f ++.f +- in the usual way. f - lv'S where 1 is the 
PCM S 

reduced residue; the model describes all roN .... EK.AK and KN .... Ero.Aro 

HYCEX processes with B distinct ·)"s: one for each helicity (++.+-) for each 

exchange (K-,K--) for each hyperon (AE). 

Finally. NS observe that their K--K-- trajectories and amplitudes for 

HYCEX are very similar to results of p-A2 analysis of TiN and KN charge 
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exchange (CEX) except for the trajectory intercepts; NS find 

aK • = 0.375 + 0.67Bt, aK - = 0.322 + O.67Bt, which is typical of HYCEX ana~ 

lyses (see next section on broken 5U(3) and tlavor independence). 

We note that NS have used the extreme asymptotic Regge dependence 

s4l(') in their amplitudes; if we take Regge formalism as a serious theory 

rather than as a convenient high energy phenomenological parameterization, 

then partial wave expansion in the t-channel leads to asymptotic Regge s

dependence in eqs. (N.A.10) of: 

where u ;;; (p" _pt)2, s +t +u = 171.: + 171.1+"72 + m.E ;;; 1:171.2, and %c is the t

channel C.M. scattering angle (see section IV.B.2 for %c as a function of s,t). 

The NS parameterization of the cut terms as s 4Ie rather than the usual 

4Ie 
(a.:b Ins) is also ad hoc, so that we regard the NS model merely as an 

extremely successful phenomenological representation of HYCEX processes 

whose high energy features adequately characterize rrN .. EK and KN .. Err, 

as well as WEXD breaking, down into the low and intermediate energy region. 

The tact that Regge formalisms work well at relatively large t can be 

related to a constituent scattering picture for hadron interactions; see the 

review ot Sivers. Brodsky, and Blankenbecler (ret. 46). 
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4. t-cb.annel SU(3) and HYCEX.CEXFlavor Independence 

The long- and well-known similarities between CEX and HYCEX support 

the view that they are different manifestations of the same dominant vector 

and tensor octet exchange processes (basically light-quark tlavor indepen

dence of the strong interaction as embodied in SU(3)/lGwr symmetry for the 

t-channel exchanges in 2-body scattering). Thus the helicity amplitudes for 

forward l\p .... J<On (CEX) and rr+p .... J(+L+, rr-p .... j(JA (HYCEX) are, using 

SU(3) for the t-channel and following Martin, Michael. and Phillips (MMP) , 

ref. 45: 

H(K-p .... J«'n) = - (T+ V) 

H(rr+p .... K+L+) = -A(2F-l)( T+ V) 

H(rr-p .... j(JA) = - Js A(2F+l)(T+V) 

(helicities suppressed) 

(N.A.15) 

where V, T are the vector and tensor exchanges p, A2, and K·,j{-; F is the 

fraction of F-type SU(3) meson-baryon octet coupling. H ,F, T, V all carry 

helicity subscripts ++ or +-. The new addition in N.A.15 to the standard 

SU(3) relations between CEX,HYCEX amplitudes (which were long known to 

be Violated by typically factors of 3, at least) is the A factor: for exact SU(3) 

we would have IAI = 1. but empirically IAI is very different from unity. MMP 

use exact SU(3) for vertices in N.A.15 and attribute all the SU(3) breaking 

to A, which they take to be of Regge dynamical form: 

( s )-t.o. IAI= -
So 

(N.A.16) 

where l:!.a = a(p,A2) - a(K- ,K") ~ mi. -m$ ~ 0.2. and So is a scale parame

ter. Thus N.A.16 effectively ascribes all the SU(3) breaking to. the non-
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strange Istrange mass splitting, which is a consequence of non-degeneracy of 

the (p,n) and A quark masses. No assumptions about the explicit forms of 

V, T are made, and IV.A.15 contains the following limited EXD assumptions: 

(a) A is the same for V, T; 

(b) F is the same for V, T Within each helicity amplitude. Also as a further 

simplifying assumption. we take the F's to be t-independent (see 

below), and in IV.A.16,IAI and tux are taken as t-independent. 

1+ 1+ 
SU(3) relations for 0-2 ~ 0- 2 CEX only (no A involved) have been 

used to derive CEX cross section sum rules such as the famous, successful 

Barger-Cline relation (see ref. 31): similar expreSSions for HYCEX only (again. 

no A) lead to sum rules at the level of HYCEX cross sections which work fairly 

well. but expressions like IV.A.15. which relate CEX to HYCEX. have been used 

thus far (by MMP) only to derive sum rules at the level of amplitudss. which 

lead to 'i:n.squalities at the level of cross sections. This is because such ine

qualities (which are di.tficult to test empirically) allow the elimination of the 

F's from the expression: the magnitudes and t-dependence of the F's have 

not always been well known. However. by now many amplitude analyses have 

been performed (such as the NS tit. ref. 41) and all agree that F ++ ~ ~ and 

F +- =::! ~. Also F ... F +_ are approximately t -independent. Thus we now use 

rv.A.15 to derive a new (F ratio-dependent) broken SU(3) sum rule for CEX 

and HYCEX cross sections. We Write (or breVity 

so that IV.A. 15 gives 
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':: (](On) = IH+12+IH_12 

':: (~+ X+) = IXI2(2F+-l)~H +12 +IXI2(2F _-1)~H_12 

~ (/(JA) = I~E (2F++l)~H+12 + I~E (2F_+l)~H_12 . 

(IV.A.17) 

Eliminaling the IH+F.IH_F we get the broken SU(3) sum. rule for cross sec-

lions: 

where 

( 
S )-~ IxF= -

So 

We use for F +.F _ the average values that MMP in ref. 45 found from their 

amplitude analysis fit to HYCEX c;;: and P data at 4 GeV Ic: 

F_ = .275 

(These are quite comparable to the NS results of ref. 41: the NS fit allowed 

F+(V).F_(V) to be independent of F+(T).F_(T) respectively. but their fit 

yielded F+(V) = 1.42. F+(T)=1.51. and F_(V) =.204. F_(T)=.237. so taking 

F( V) = F( T) is also not unreasonable.) 

By comparing ~ 10 for CEX and HYCEX. MMP found at 4 GeV Ic that the 

2-
average value of IXI was 0.2B5. which implies 

So = 0.37 GeV'! . 

Thus to test IV.A.1B we take as given the 4 GeV Ie average fitted values of 

F+.F_. So of MMP. and we take Llcx=0.2. We cast JV.A.1B into its particular 

form because there now exists abundant XOA and ](On data not only at the 
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same energies. but from the same detectors in compatible bins. We test 

IV.A.1B at 3.4.5, 6, and 10.7 GeYlc using: our 2.67 ~K scaled to the 3 GeYlc 

J<On..XOA Argonne spectrome~er data of Ward et al .. Ambats et al .. ref. 40; the 

4.5.6 GeY Ic ~K data ot Bashian et al .. Pruss et al .. ret. 44. and 4,5.6 J(On,XOA 

data of Ward, Ambats: the 10.1 GeV Ic data of Berglund. ret. 67. scaled to the 

10.7 J(On.XOA Brookhaven spectrometer data ot Foley. ret. 40. Figure IV.13 

displays ct; (~K) (squares) and 

6( ~:: ) ct; (/(011.) + IAI2 ( b~ =';'") a; (jC'n) (circles). where we have com

bined /(011. and 1(071. data at equal t. We see that at all momenta the agree

ment is excellent at least out to the dip or break at -t = 0.4-0.5. and that 

the shapes of the left and right hand sides ot IV.A.1B are remarkably similar. 

At 3 GeY Ic. the 1(On term in the right hand side of IV.A.1B is -3070 of the 

f(JA term. while at 10.7 GeY/c. the 1(On term. is -2070 of the f(JA term.. As 

s ... ca. IAI2 ... 0. and since there is a minimum -1070 systematic uncertainty in 

the spectrometer data normalization. at very much higher energies than 10 . 
Ge Y I c the ROn contribution to IV.A.1B shrinks to the order of the measure-

ment precision; IV.A.1B at very high energies will become merely an SU(3) 

relation between the HYCEX processes. At all momenta from 3 to 10 GeY Ic. 

et; (](Cn) is -3 times greater than rt; (KJA). rt; (~+ X+) so that IV.A.1B is a 

Significant test of the form of I AI and the values of F +.F _.so.6a. 

Thus we conclude that when the non-strange/strange mass splitting is 

taken into account by the remarkably few and simple assumptions going into 

IV.A.IB. the HYCEX and CEX processes considered exhibit light-quark fiavor-

independence even as low as 3 GeY Ic. We conclude that over the s.t range 

considered. s.t -independence of F +.F _ is a good approximation. and that the 
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EXD-Regge dynamical form of I AI describes the energy dependence of the 

SU(3)f&awr breaking well. reconciling factors of 3 between CEX and HYCEX 

cross sections. 

Equations IV.A.15 also lead to relations for the polarization as given in 

equation IV. A 5; in ret. 45. MMP derive: 

where 

c - 6 C _ 1 
It. - IAF(2F++1)(2F_+l)' t - -IA~12~(2-F-+----1)-(2-F-_---1)-

Because F + ~ ~. F _ ~ ;. this implies that P(XOA) is opposite in sign to 

P(r.+ J(+). In figure IV. 14 we show our P(I:+ J(+) at 1.94. 2.30. 2.67 GeV /c With 

the P(XOA) data of Saxon et al .. ref. 40. and we see that within the low preci

Sion. generally in the forward regiOns P(XOA)P('f.+ J(+) < O. especially above 

-2.3 GeV Ic. Ward. ref. 40. compares his 5 GeV /c P(XOA) data With P('f.+ J(+). 

and sees excellent agreement with P(J<OA)P('f. + K+) < O. This further confirms 

that the F •. F_ values used in IV.A.1S are reasonable. 

5. Quark Counting Rules and Large Angle Scattering 

The quark constituent picture for hadrons leads not only to the fiavor 

independence considerations ot the preVious section and to the Additive 

Quark Model predictions for forwr:r.rd high energy scattering (see sections B.C 

of this chapter) but also leads one to expect (see Sivers. Brodsky. and Blank-

enbecler. ref. 46) that for 2-body scattering ~ at large transverse 

momenta (C.Y.. angles near 900
) should fall at a large power of s: 
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d.a ( _ 1 ) 
d.t ab ~ cd) - "a+1lt~+n,,-2 / (COS~CII 

S 

where n. = no. of active fields (or valence quarks) in hadron a, etc. Thus for 

1f'P ~ r.K we expect using the standard SU(6) quark contents for the parti-

cles: 

da 1 ( ) d.t = S8 / cos~CII . (N.A.20) 

Unfortunately the world EK large angle data is very limited, but in Fig. 

N.15 we display s8 ~ versus Co~CII for our 7 highest energies and for data 

at 3.23 (ref. 35), 3.7 (ref. 21). and 5 GeV/c (ref. 19): this represents a range 

in s8 of a factor of -103. There is a definite narrowing of the envelope of 

points for Co~CII ~ 0, but plots of s9 ~ and S7 ~ show this also. Thus one 

can say the agreement of the EK data with (N.A.20) is qualitatively good: the 

rapid fall of the large angle cross section is suggestive of composite hadron 

scattering in HYCEX. as in elastiC and CEX reactions. The only other test of 

relations like N.A.20 for HYCEX is by Brandenburg et al. (ref. 56). using 

YO r.0 da 1 ) 
1\ ~p ... 1ft-A. 1ft- data at 90a 

- they find d.t ... S7 ! (cos~CII. However. we 

note that their reactions at 90a are not unambiguously HYCEX. since their 

u-channel exchanges are CEX. 
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B. Er 

For 11'+p .. E+ /\(892)+ there are. after taking parity conservation into 

account. 6 independent invariant helicity amplitudes H. labeled by the i\ 

helicity (0.:::1) and the baryon helicity tlip/non-fiip (+-.++): 

H I' HO H- l HI HO H- l . t f hi h ( D 1 M' t d ++. ++. ++. +_. +_. +_. 1Il erms 0 w c see once. lllIlaer. an 

Michel. ref. 57): 

(N.B.1) 

where as usual t' :; t -tmin• Itmm/ = minimumltl. The helicity state of the pro

duced 1\ is specified by the K· decay density matrix p. where (see Pilkuhn. 

ref. 23): 

(N.B.2) 

As in Chapter III. we define the E/\ state by a simple mass cut: m; - 1.5fo 

s m"K S m K• + 1.5fo; for the analysis which follows we use only 

E+ K·+ .. E+ ](Orr+ events because fits to m"K in Chapter III show events in 

E+ K+rfJ have -3570 background in the r interval; also the E+ J<+rrO data has 

the possibUity of a small E· .... Err refiection in m;K' Because of limited statis

tics and because background in the K- .... ](Or.+ events is only -1070. no t'

dependent background correction is used. We have combined the 1.94 With 

the 2.15 GeY Ic data. and also the 2.30 With the 2.46 GeV Ie data, which are 

referred to as the 2.06 and 2.39 GeY Ic samples. 
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Figure N.16 displays ::. (where only I;+ ~ 1T+n events are used), and we 

note generally a strong forward peak, and at 2.06 and 2.67; a lesser backward 

peaking. Near t' = 0 the 2.67 sample has a turnover in the forward direction. 

Such a turnover indicates the dominance of helicity flip contributions in the 

forward direction. and is also seen in the data of Butler (3.7 GeV/c), ref. 21, 

Toet (5.0 GeV/c), ref. 19, and Ballam et al. (7,11.5 GeV/c), ref. 52, but not in 

the 5.4 GeV Ic data of Cooper, ref. 47. At 2.38 there is a slight flattening near 

t' = 0 but no turnover; no turnover is evident in the 2.30 and 2.46 samples 

taken separately. (For the Ii+ ~ J(+TfJ data, which have a 1/3 background, 

no turnover or flattening near t' = 0 is seen at any of our 3 momenta.) 

To study the Ii decay in its own rest frame, two helicity-type coordinate 

systems are used for reactions o-.L+ ... 1-.L+ (all unit vectors are in the 
2 2 

t-channel 
.- .-.-.- ........... 
Yc == n == pfrxp K- = PpxPr. 
.... .... 

helicity frame: Zc == Pfr (N.B.3) 
.... .... .... 
Xc == Ycxzc 

(1T is the initial state pion) 

..... ...... ..... ..... ..... 
s-channel y. == n == PpxPr. = Yc ........ .... 
helicity frame: z. == P K- = -Pr. (N.B.4) 

We note that the t-channel system of axes is invariant (unrotated) under a 

Lorentz transformation from the K- rest frame to the t-channel center of 

mass (1T K-) frame, and the s -channel axes are invariant under a Lorentz 

transformation from the K- rest frame to the s-channel center of mass (np) 

frame. With respect to either system of axes the K- rest frame decay angu

lar distribution is given in terms of the K· density matrix elements Pi; as 
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(see. e.g .. H.J. Schreiber. ref. 48): 

W(coS'tJ.9') = 4~ [*(l-poo) + *(3poo-1)cos~ 

- Pl-ISin~COS 29' - ~ Re PIOSi.n21)COS9'] 

(IV.B.5) 

and where trp = 1 andp-m...,.=(-l)"''''''p"", requirespu = *(1-poo)' Because 

the background in J{+ ... !(Orr+ events is only -10% we use the method of 

moment estimators to determine the Pv in W(coS'tJ.~) (again. see ref. 48): 

Poo = <~cos~ - *> 
2 

Pl-l = < - ; sin2"cos 29'> 

ReplO = < - 5: sin ~COS9'> 
_ _ 5 2_" 3 

Pu - *(1-poo) - < - -cos~ + -> 4 4 

(IV.B.6a) 

(IV.B.6b) 

(IV.B.6c) 

(IV.B.6d) 

An exchange is said to have natural parity if the particles associated 

With it have spin J and parity P such that P = (-1)1. and unnatural parity if 

P = (-1)/+1. It has been shown (ref. 49) that to leading order in ~ in either 
. s 

the t- or s-channel frame. 

(a) Poe measures the fraction of meson helicity-non-tlip unnatural parity 

exchange; 

(b) Pll-Pl-l measures the fraction of meson helicity-fup unnatural parity 

exchange; 

(c) Pll+Pl-l measures the fraction of meson helicity-tlip natural parity 

exchange; 
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(in fact, (a) is always true to all orders in .Lin the t-channel frame). We note 
s 

For forward n+p .... l:+ ~ ,l: -+ ~ JP conservation at the meson vertex for

bids unnatural JP (in particular, pseudoscalar K) exchange, so that only 

vector-tensor (K-,KH
) exchanges can occur: for forward n+p .... l:+ K-+ the 

meson vertex is not similarly restricted. and K (and Q) exchange is allowed. 

Thus K exchange will contribute to POOl K-.K- to Pu +Pl-l. and any 1 + Q-type 

exchanges to Pll-Pl-l' In figure IV.17 are shown Poo, Pl-l' Re PlO' Pu. 
i 

Pll+Pl-l. Pll-Pl-I. and Pr. (with respect to n) as functions of t' for the l:K 

samples (for the Pii' both l:+ .... pno and n+n events 'are used: for Pr.. only 

l:+ .... pnO are included): for comparison, figure IV.1B presents the only other 

data on the K+piJ. from the 3.7.5.0.5.4.7. and 11.5 GeV/c experiments (see 

next section). Clearly at all momenta from 2.06 upward the dominant contri

bution to forward (-t <1) l:K- is from helicity flip natural parity exchange. 

Le .. K.K-: this dominance of Pll+Pl-l is also seen in 1T-P .... l:°K-D data such 

as that at 4.5. 6.0 GeV Ic of Crenell. ref. 50. and at 3.95 GeV Ic of Aguilar

Benitez. ref. 51. but not as strongly in 1T-P .... AK-D in the same references. 

Both Aguilar-Benitez and Crenell observe that because one predicts from. 

e.g .. SU(6). that baryon vertex couplings have gKNft. > gKNr.. one expects that 

K exchange is not as important in l:K as in AX-. The turnover in :;. near 

t· ... 0 also indicates that Poo is small. since Poo contributes to helicity non

fiip: turnovers are Similarly seen in l:°K-D. but not as strongly in AX-D. 

The Pr, data clearly have such large errors that the only useful informa

tion provided (with high statistics it would be possible to use PiJ (K·). Pr.. and 

the joint K- -l: decay density matrix to obtain the complete helicity ampli

tudes up to 2 undetermined phases: see ref. 57) is that we can say Pr. > 0: in 
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the 7, 11.5 SLAC data of ref. 52, P E = 0.5-0.7 is observed in I:K· (see sections 

on WEXD and line reversal). 

In Chapter II we observed that our K· mass distribution is not sensitive 

to the I:+ ~nO - I:+ ](Orr+ resolution; here we further note that for the parity 

conserving decay K· ... Krr the observable Pi; of equations IV.B.6 are even 

functions of 1'J,rp under the interchange of the rr and K identities, which in 

either the s- or t-channel helicity frames corresponds to the transformation 

1'J-trr-1'J 

rp-trp+rr. 

TIlls leaves the moment estimators of Pee, PI-I' Re Pie, Pll unaltered. How

ever, misidentification of rr-K ambiguous I:K events may atIect the K·pi.j 

because the ~rrD events have a larger background than ](Orr+, but this etIect 

should be small. since the overlap events are '" few percent, and the back-

ground is at most '" ; of the overlap. We have also examined the Pi; estima

tors for the Krr system for I:Krr events outside the K band. i.e .. the phase 

space background; we find for these events for t' near 0, Pee ~ 0.76±0.20, 

Pll+Pl-l ~ 0.57±0.20, P11-PI-l ~ -0.33±0.05. which is unlike the KPi;' Addi

tionally. the Pi; for K+ ... ~rrD events are basically the same as for the ](Orr+ 

data despite the greater background. i.e., P11 +Pl-l is still dominant. 

2. Additional Tests for Multiplicity/Naturality of Exchanges 

Ringland and Thews (RT). ref. 29. noted that just as the presence or 

absence of polarization in processes like rep -t 'EK tests the presence and 

relative phases of the contributing exchanges. so relations among the t-
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channel helicity frame Pij yield analogous information for r./\. These rela

tions follow from general quantum mechanical invariance principles (JP con

servation) applied to the t -channel amplitudes. and are not dependent upon 

particular dynamical assumptions (as. e.g.. Regge theory or the quark 

model). We have already seen that the domjnance of PU+Pl-l over 

Poo.Pn-Pl-l indicates the importance of natural parity exchange even at our 

low momenta. Let ag = + 1( -1) for natural (unnatural) parity exchange. 

Then RT show first that if only ag = + 1 exchanges contribute: 

Poo = 0 

RepiO = o. 

(N.B.7a) 

(IV.B.7b) 

(IV.B.7a) is the same as the result of ref. 49 already discussed, and at all 

Pw; .Poo is small. Clearly (IV.B.7b) agrees well with the data at all momenta 

(see also section rv.B.3 on Additive Quark Model predictions). RT also show 

that tor rIg = + 1 exchanges only. 

(IV.B.B) 

which also agrees with the data. Further. RT observe that if a single rIg = + 1 

exchange dOminates. or if several rIg = + 1 exchanges occur but all have the 

sam.e pha.se, then all helicity amplitudes have the same phase, and Imp,; = O. 

all i,j In IV.B.Z, and one has 

(IV.E.9) 

Z(RepIO)2 
Figure IV. ~ 9 displays the ratio (p ) versus t' for our data and also 

Poo U-Pl-l 

the 3.7. 5.0, 5.4, 7, 11.5 data (for which the RT relations have not been 

checked), and we see that generally it is far from unity. If /\,K·· exchanges 

dominate, then although rIE = + 1 for both. WEXD implies for the amplitudes 

that K- 0( iK-· (see Appendix A), i.e .. the exchanges are 900 out of phase, so 
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we expect (IV.B.9) to fail. In addition, Imp = 0 (from which IV.B.9 follows) also 

implies Pt = 0, which we know does not hold. 

Finally, RT shew that if there are multiple exchanges and all have the 

same ag (but not necessarily identical phases), then: 

(IV.B.10) 

where the upper bound follows merely from the positivity constraints on p 

and where z, is the t-channel C.M. scattering angle cosine, given by (see 

Byckling and Kajantie, ret. 24): 

and s +t +11. =111.; +m.i-+m.i+m.l, A{Cl,b ,e);;; [Cl-(va +VC)2][Cl-(va -VC)2]. 

In tlgure IV.20 is shown ~1-11/ P11 as a function of t' as well as the limits in 

(IV.B.10) above, and we see that at most momenta (IV.B.10) is either satisfied 

or consistent With the data as we expect tor K-,r dominance. We also note 

z,2-1 
that as s'" CIII, 2 ... 1. so from (IV.B.lO) for ag = +1. as s ... CIII, 

z, + 1 

Also we note that for any spin 1 particle. the positivity conditions (which 

follow merely from the Hermiticity of P and parity conservation) on the den

sity matrix elements Ptj are (see. e.g., R.D. Field et al .. ref. 28, or Doncel et 

al .. ref. 57): 

and 

~l-J S PII 
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and we note in figures N.19 and N.20 that most pOints satisfy these require

ments, and the remainder are consistent with them; equality in the first con

straint is just the RT test (N.B.9), and the second condition is the right-hand 

half of (N.B.10). 

Because of the large experimental uncertainties and few data points in 

the world sample of L+ K-+, we make no attempt to extract the a.,,' s for the 

various natural and unnatural parity contributions to :; , instead we note 

again that the power law behavior of u(LK-) in Pine is consistent with that 

expected if K-,K-- exchanges dominate. 

3. Isospin of t ~annel Exchanges and Exchange Degeneracy for L~ 

Isotopic spin analysis in the t-channel yields for rr+p .... K-+L+ and 

rr-p .... K~o a relation analogous to equation N.A.9, provided we have only 

It = ~ exchange: 

(N.B.ll) 

We note that N.B.11 should hold separately for the various naturality 

exchange components of ~ discussed in section N.B.l, and in particular: 

(N.B.12) 

Relation N.B.ll has in the past been tested only with integrated cross sec

tions, and IY.B.12 has apparently not been examined experimentally. We test 

TV.B.l1.12 using the only available data at the same momenta, the 3.7 ~+L+ 

data of Butler, ref. 21. and the new 3.95 GeV Ie K-OLO data of Aguilar-Benitez 
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et al .. ref. 51. The Pij of ref. 51 are in the s-channel helicity system. but 

(PU+Pl-l) is invariant under rotation from the s- to the t-channel system 

(see. e.g .. Field et al .. ref. 28). Thus in figure N.21 we display the 3.7 l:+ Ii+ 

data scaled to 3.95. With the l:0j\O data multiplied by 2; clearly N.B.ll is well 

satisfied. and N.B.12 is consistent With the data within statistics. For both 

the l:+K-+.l:°j\O data there is presumably a background of at least 1070 or so. 

so. we conclude that to no better than that precision I, = i contributions to 

l:K- production are negligible. 

l\p .. p-l:+ is related to rr+p .. Ii+l:+ (through SU(3) and factorization) 

by generalized line reversal (see Appendix A). and just as with the l:K chan

nel. if the r.x- Regge pole exchanges dominate K~.pl: (Le .. if cut and 

absorptive contributions are negligible) we expect the hierarchy of results 

(again. see Appendix A): 

(a) Line Reversal. (LR) only implies 

Imp(K~) Imp(pl:) < 0 

or Imp(rl:) ':: = -Imp(pl:) rt; (N.B.13) 

for all density matrices and in particular 

(N.B.14) 

(b) LR - WEXD implies 

(N.B.15) 

and 

(IV.B.16) 

for all density matrices. so in particular 
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Pr,(Jit) = -Pr,(P"£.) (IV.B.17) 

and equality is implied for the various naturality exchange cross sece 

lion components, e.g., 

(IV.B.18) 

(c) LR + EXD implies N.B.15,N.B.16 and the additional result 

Imp(Ii"£.) = Imp(p"£.) = 0 (IV.B.19) 

for all density matrices, so 

(IV.B.20) 

We first observe that at all momenta where Pr,(Ki:) is available, i.e., our 

2.06. 2.38. 2.67 GeY Ic and the 7. 11.5 GeYlc data, we have Pt ~ 0 so that EXD 

can immediately be ruled out. We test relations N.B.13-N.B.18 at lower 

momenta than ever before using the previously unanalyzed 3.7 GeYlc Ii+"£.+ 

(ref. 21). 4.25 GeY Ie P-"£.+ (de Groot et al .. ref. 53) data shown in figure N.22. 

which displays '!::. (Pll+Pl-l) '!::. and the vector meson Pi; at 4.25 GeYlc 

(the 3.7 K#"£. '!:: data has been scaled to 4.25). 

We see that N.B.15.N.B.1B hold fairly well Within the statistical preci

sion; since we only have the real parts of the p·s. we cannot from the 4.25 

comparison alone distinguish IV.B.16 from IV. B.19. but the signitlcantly non

zero P t at the lower and higher momenta rule out IV.B.19. so we conclude 

that WEXD in equations IV.B.15-N.B.1B holds fairly well for K#+"£.+.p-"£.+ as low 

as 4 GeY/c. The 7.11.5 GeY/c K·+"£.+.p-"£.+ data of ref. 52 satisfy 

IV.B.15.JYB.17 well; although the authors of ref. 52 do not point out that the 

general result IV.B.16 should apply to K-"£..p"£. with WEXD. inspection ot their 
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... 

data shows that p(K-I:) = p -(pI:) is well satisfied at both 7 and 11.5 GeV Ic. 

We observe at all momenta that the K-I:,pI: data show pronounced for

ward turnovers, which as mentioned before, implies helicity flip amplitude 

dominance. As NS remark in ref. 41, the flip amplitudes for HYCEX are gen

erally closer to pure Regge pole exchanges, so that the negligibility of cut 

and absorptive contributions required for the LR + WEXD results above to 

hold is provi~ed by the flip dominance. In summary, if multiple exchange 

processes such as cut contributions are small (pole dominance), and if SU(3) 

symmetry (for vertices) holds, then we expect N.B.11 to be satisfied, as it 

seems to be; if in addition the dominant poles are WEXD, we expect N.B.15-1B 

to hold as they apparently do. 

4. Additive Quark Model Prediction 

The Additive Quark Model (AQM) as developed by Bialas and Zalewski. ref. 

54, describes the amplitude in the forward region for a process like 

1Tp .... I:K-, taking the hadrons as SU(6) quark composites, as simply the sum 

of single quark-single quark scattering amplitudes, with no baryon number 

exchange or multiple quark scatterings; the constituent quarks are treated 

as essentially free particles in a spectator approximation. The no baryon 

number exchange approximation is slightly violated at our energies since 

there are backward peaks. but the additivity implication (since multiple 

quark scattering is ignored) that there are no exotic (I > 1) exchanges in the 

forward direction agrees with the data for I:+ K+. and with the tests of the 

previous section at 4 GeV /c for I:+ K-+. The consequences of these assump

tions alone are called Class A Predictions. There are no Class A predictions 
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tor 'i:.K·, but with the further assumptions that the additive quark helicity 

amplitudes are charge-conjugation and time-reversal symmetric (Class C 

Predictions), ref. 54 predicts for 1Tp ~ 'i:.~: 

RepIO = O. (IV.B.21) 

Unfortunately (IV.B.21) is not independent ot choice of helicity frame, and in 

ref. 55, Bialas. Kotanski, and Zalewski argue that the t-channel frame is the 

appropriate choice. For the 'i:.K· (and p'i:.) dala (IV.B.21) is well obeyed in the 

forward region at all momenta in both the s- and t-channel frames. (IV.B.21) 

is also equivalent to the RT result (IV.B.7b); the RT condition of course tollows 

from general invariance principles. 

5. Quark Counting Rules and Large Angle Scattering 

As we saw for 'i:.K. so tor 'i:.~ the quark composite picture for hadrons 

(again, see Sivers. Brodsky and Blankenbecler. ref. 46) leads to the expecta-

du 1 + 1 + 
tion that at C.M. angles near 900

• Ffor 0- '2 ~ 1-2' should be of form: 

(IV.B.22) 

where the extra power of ~ as compared to (IV.A.20). comes from treating 
s 

the vector spin of the K· as an additional active field degree of freedom. Fig-

9 du ure IV.23 shows S dt for the 2.38. 2.67. 3.7. and 5.4 GeY Ic r.+ K+ data. and 

as in r.K. we note a definite narrowing of the envelope of points for 

cos~CAI ~ 0; the C.M. energies used cover a range in 59 of a factor of 650. We 

conclude that the r.K· channel agrees qualitatively with quark-constituent 

hadron expectations. (Horizontal error bars have been suppressed in figure 
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IV.23 for ease of interpretation: the points of the 3.7 and 5.4- GeV/c data at 

Co~CJI = 0 unfortunately cover a fairly large fraction of the range of Co~CJI.) 

c. r:K 

The process 1t'+p "1:-(1385)+ ~ has. after taking parity conservation into 

account, 4- independent invariant (s- or t-channel) helicity amplitudes 

(again. see. e.g .. Doncel. Minnaert. and Michel. ref. 57): one non-flip HI l' two 
IT 

single-flip HI 3. HI 1. and one double-flip H 1 3. In terms of these Him. 
IT 22 -IT 

d.a ~ 
d.t = IwL~IHF. (N.C.1) 

From here on. we will omit the denominators in the helicity subscripts so 

that. e.g .. by H 13 we mean HI 3· 
IT 

The helicity state of the produced 1:- is specified by the 1:- density 

matrix elements Pi; where 

(N.C.2) 

In.n 

As usual. t' == t -tmm, Itminl == minimum It I. and t == (Pic _pff)2. For the pur

pose of dala analysis, the 1:-( 1385)K state is defined by a simple m.Aw cut on 

the A1t' K final state: 

With this cut there is approximately 12-1470 3-body background in the 1:-
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mass band for our 5 higher momenta. 

Because of limited statistics, we combine the 1.41. 1.43, 1.55 GeY Ic data 

samples which we label with the weighted average incident momentum 1.47 

GeY Ic; the 1.84 and 1.94 samples are combined as 1.89 GeY Ic; the 2.15 and 

2.30 samples are combined as 2.22 GeY/c; and the 2.46 and 2.67 samples are 

combined as 2.59 GeY/c. Figures N.24 and N.25 exhibit the E-+K+ :; and 

d' d~ for our 7 incident momentum samples. We note a progressively 
cos ell 

stronger forward direction peaking as the incident momentum ascends, with 

a turnover at t' = 0, and in the 1.63, 1.89, 2.23, 2.59 samples, a suggestion of a 

secondary peak in the backward hemisphere. This backward hemisphere 

behavior is also apparent in the highest momentum 1r+P .... E-+ ~ data over-

lapping ours, that of Moore at 2.18 GeY Ic and Davies at 2.24 GeY Ic, both 

from 1r+d experiments quoted in the PDG compilation, ref. 12. Data at 

incident momenta above 3 GeYlc do not extend far 'enough in t to observe 

whether the backward hemisphere features persist. The turnover at t' = 0, 

however, is a feature which does appear in the r: K channel from near thres-

hold on through the highest momenta yet obtained, such as that of Baker et 

al. and Cautis et a.l., ref. 58, at 7.0 and 11.5 GeY Ic, and that of May et a.l., 

ref. 59, from FNAL at 35, 70, and 140 GeY Ic. 

To study the E- helicity state, as for the K- channel. two helicity-type 

quantization axis systems in the E- rest frame are conventional: for reac

tions of type 0- ~ + .... 0- ~ + (all unit vectors are in the E- C.M.) we use 

t-channel 

helicity frame 

... ...... - ..... ..... -
Yt == n == PnxPK = Pp xPr.· ... ... 
Z == Pp ... ... ... 
Xt == Yt x Zt 

(N.C.3) 
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s-channel 

helicity frame 

....... A ..... .... .... 

Y. ==n ==PpXPE"=Yt 
........ .... 
z. == PE" = -PK 
.... .... .... 
%. == Y. x z. 

(IV.C.4) 

(We observe again that the t-channel system of axes is invariant (unrotated) 

under a Lorentz transformation from the I:" rest frame to the t -channel 

center of mass (P~") frame, and the s-channel axes are invariant under a 

Lorentz transformation from the I:" rest frame to the s-channel center of 

mass (1T'p) frame.) At very high energies near the forward direction the s

and t-channel frames asymptotically coincide. 

With respect to either system the I:" decay angular distribution in terms 

of the Pi.; of IV.C.2 is (again, see H.J. Schreiber, ref. 48): 

3 [1 1 2 W(cos",~) = 4rr ~ 1 +4P33) + 2"( 1-4p33)COS " (IV.C.5) 

- ~ (Rep3_I)sin"'co"~ - ~ (Rep3l)sin2"cos~ 1 

and where trp = 1 with P-m-n = (-l)m-npmn implies Pll = ~-P33. Again 

because the background in the I:" region is only 12-14%, we use the method 

of moment estimators to determine the Pi.; from the data (see ref. 48): 

P33 = ~ < 7-15cos2
" > 

Rep3-1 = - 5~ < sin~cos2~ > 

Rep31 = - 5: < sin2"cosljD > 

1 
PIl = 8< 15cos~-3 > . 

(IV.C.6a) 

(IV.C.6b) 

(IV.C.6c) 

(IV.C.6d) 

The values of the r."Pi; for our 7 incident momentum samples are displayed 

in figures N.26 through IV.31 as functions of t', as well as the r." rest frame 

decay cosine with respect to the production normal n. 
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As in the r.K- case, with higher statistics it would be possible to use the 

polarization analyzing decay of the A jointly with the r. -~ Arr distribution to 

determine the 4 complete helicity amplitudes for rrp ~ r. -K up to two phases. 

2. Tests for the Nature of the Exchanges in rrp .... r. -K 

As with the r.r channel, so for r.-K general invariance principles (JP 

conservation) applied to the t -channel amplitudes lead to simple relation

ships among the r.-Pi.; if certain conditions obtain among the exchanges con

tributing to the Htrn in the forward region. In particular, Ringland and Thews, 

ref. 29, have shown that if amy a single exchange amplitude contributes to 

the Htrn or if multiple exchanges occur but all have the same phase, then the 

Htm will all have the same phase, and in the t-channel helicity system all Pl.; 

are real with: 

(IV.C.7) 

3+ 
We observe that the general constraint on these Pi.; for a 2" decay is (see 

ref. 57): 

(IV.C.B) 

Thus if a single exchange or multiple in-phase exchanges dominate the Htrn , 

the left-hand side of N.C.B is at its upper bound, i.e., N.C.7 holds. We 

emphasize again that N. C. 7 follows from general quantum mechanical princi-

pIes and is not dependent on any model or dynamical assumptions. 

In figures N.32, N.33 we show the quantities (Rep31}2 + (Rep3_t)2 and 

P3s.011 in the t-channel helicity frame for our 7 momenta as well as for the 

available world data on r.-K at higher momenta, because relation N.C.7 has 
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never been examined for HYCEX. We observe that IV.C.7 is consistent with 

the data in the forward region (-t' < l(GeV/c)2) at allpw:. but seems to be 

better satisfied at higher momenta. 

What does IV.C.7 tell one in the context of particular pictures for 

np ... E· K? More will be said in the next section on the Additive Quark and 

Stodolsky-Sakurai Models. but in the Regge picture of forward HYCEX 

sc.attering. we expect that this process will be dominated by Ii and X

exchange since unnatural JP exchange is forbidden as it is for np'" EK. 

Indeed the general p~.48 dependence of the channel cross section a(E· K) in 

the preVious chapter is consistent with a Regge description of the data trom 

Pw: of 1.6 to 16 GeV/c. Now il. as appears also to be the case with np ... EK. 

the vector K·( V) and tensor X-( T) contributions to the Him. are approxi

mately Weak Exchange Degenerate (WEXD) (Le .. Cly(t) = ClT(t) but the resi

dues are unequal). then V",,(t) ac iTLm.(t). that is. Vim. and Tim. are 900 out of 

phase (see Appendix A). and the HLm. in general will not all have the same 

phase. so that IV.C.7 should be Violated as in fact it seems to be. If Strong 

Exchange Degeneracy (EXD) holds (Le .. the residues have I'~ = 1". as well 

as Cl y = ClT) then all H"" r:J.o have the same phase and N. C. 7 will be satisfied. 

Of course. all the foregoing ignores absorptive and cut contributions which 

will presumably affect the tlip and non-tlip Him. differently. In summary, 

assuming absorptive and cut effects are small (pole dominance). we expect 

N.C.7 to be satisfied it. for example. (a) there is only one exchange. or (b) all 

exchanges have the same phase. or (c) EXD holds. If there are multiple 

exchanges not all in phase. as. e.g., in WEXD, N.C.7 is expected to (ail. 
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3. The Additive Quark and StodolskytSakurai. Predictions 

The Additive Quark Model (AQM) using only the simple additivity assump

tion (Class A predictions) as discussed in the section on r.K· (again, see ref. 

54) makes the following predictions for the Him of 1Tp ~ r.. K in the forward 

region at high energy: 

Hll = a 

H-13 = a 

HI3 = ~HI-l . 

(IV.C.9a) 

(IV.C.9b) 

(IV.C.9c) 

Thus the AQM predicts no non-!lip and no double-!lip contributions to ct;: or 

Pi.;; in particular, since angular momentum conservation in the forward 

direction requires all !lip Him ~ a as t' ~ 0, IV.C.9 implies that ct;: should have 

a dip or turnover in the forward direction, as is observed in the data at all 

incident momenta. The beautiful simplicity of the AQM allows one to see that 

N.C.9a,b hold without any explicit calculation for the process a- ~ + ~ 0- ~ +: 

since the initial and final state particles are alll = a qq or qqq systems, and 

only single quark-single quark interactions are allowed in AQM, to transform 

1+ 3+ 
the '2 qqq state at the baryon vertex to a '2 qqq state, while retaining the 

a-qq at the meson vertex, requires one and only one quark to !lip its helicity, 

yielding a net helicity fup of ± 1. All Inet helicity change I ~ 1 amplitudes 

are zero. To get the v'3 proportionality in N.C.9c we have to invoke the 

Clebsch-Gordan coeft'icients of the explicit SU(6) quark wave functions. 

Equations (N. C. 9) should apply to any process where initial and final state 

particles have the same JP structure as rrp ~ Kr. •. 
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Pulting equations IV.C.9 into IV.C.2 (and using the parity symmetries of 

the H"" where necessary), we get the AQM predictions of ref. 54 for the Pt,; in 

either the s- or t-channel helicity systems: 

Pss = .!. 8 

R -~ epS-l- B 

RepSl = a 
_ 1 

Pu- -8 

PS-S = a = PI-I' 

(IV.C.lO) 

With trp = 1, P = p .. , and P-m-. = (-1)"'-' p""" this completely specifies 

p; we note the AQM gives Imp,; = 0, all ij (see Appendix A), which of course 

means that the E- polarization is zero. 

We observe immediately that the Pi; values of IV. C.1 a satisfy the Ring

land and Thews condition IV. C. 7 exactly since all He", have the same phase in 

IV.C.9; the AQM prediction that Imp =0 can also be obtained using SU(3) for 

the forward direction exchange plus EXD, which as we have already noted, 

will automatically satisfy IV.C.7. Wagner. ref. 60. has observed that in the 

e:rtrems forward direction. double quark scattering can contribute 

Significantly to the Hem and thus to violations of the simple AQM very near 

t· = o. 

The Stodolsky-Sakurai vector meson-photon analogy (ref. 61). which 

argues that (in analogy to "IN ~ PS/ 2 isobar) the f{p ~ E· vertex for rrp ~ Kr.

by HYCEX should be an M 1 transition, makes the same predictions for the E

decay as the AQM. i.e .. that the E· rest frame decay distribution with respect 

to n be of form 
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.. 

dN 

which gives the Pij of the AQM. Further, the Stodolsky-Sakurai model 

predicts that the overall center of mass I:. production cosine have distribu-

tion 

In figures N.24,N.25 the I:. production cosine distributions have the 

Stodolsky-Sakurai prediction superimposed: clearly the agreement is good 

up through incident momentum of 1.77 GeV /c, above which the model fails to 

describe the greater concentration of events near t' = 0, which is not unex-

pected since the model uses only a fixed spin exchange parameterization. An 

early Reggeized Stodolsky-Sakurai model (ref. 62) fitted to high energy data 

gives a good (absolute) description of ~ when extrapolated down to our 

d(1 
momenta: the 1.68 GeV /c d.t figure for our data has this prediction 

displayed. 

The I:·Pi; in figures N.26-IV.31 have the AQM predictions displayed as 

solid lines, and we note that the agreement is generally fair to good for 

t' < l(GeV /c)2, even at the lowest incident momentum which is less than 100 

MeV above the channel threshold. The I:. decay distribution with respect to 

ii implied by the AQM Pi; values is likewise exhibited on the experimental dis

tribution in figures N.26-N-31, and at all momenta there is at least qualita-

tive agreement. The AQM predictions have been studied at higher energies 

with again qualitative agreement in the data of Butler at 3.7 GeV /e (ref. 21) 

and Toet at 5.0 GeV /c (ref. 19). and excellent agreement in the data of God

dard at 10.3 (ref. 22) and the SLAe 40" SHF data at 7 and 11.5 GeV /e (ref. 
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56). See also ref. Z6. In ref. 1 we demonstrated that for our lower energy 

xt· data, s-channel models based on formation of a high spin fl resonance 

are in disagreement with the E· production and decay distributions. 

We thus conclude that the AQM picture atfords a good qualitative 

description of Tf+P ... .K+E·+ down to nearly the channel threshold, where such 

high energy descriptions might not be expected to work at all, and we 

further note that for incident momenta above -1.7 GeY Ic the produclion 

dynamics [r:; 1 appear to be Regge-like with helicity-tlip amplitudes dom

inant, features which are reported by May et al., ref. 59, to persist to the 

highest energies yet studied for this channel. 

4. Isospin of t -channel EIr:banges and Exchange Degeneracy for 

Since there is no Tf-P ... ~I:. (1365)°, I\p ... Tf-I:· ( 1365) + data available at 

energies overlapping ours, for completeness here we merely summarize the 

world data results on t-channel isospin analysis and EXD,WEXD for the Kl:. 

channel. The CERN-College de France-Madrid-Stockholm (CCMS) Collabora

tion. ref. 63. has compared their 3.95 GeY Ic Tf-P ... J<O!:-D With the 3.7 and 4.0 

GeY Ic data on Tf+P ... rE-· of Butler (ref. 21) and Ying (ref. 64), and found a 

significant Ie = 3/2 contribution at very small t'; this is the only such com

parison which has yet been performed. Further, forward peaks have long 

been observed in the reactions rr-p ... rI:--, I\p'" rr+I: --, most recently in 

the 3.95 GeV/c data of ref. 63, the 4-5 GeYlc data of Aleshin et al., ref. 65. 

and the 4.2 GeY Ic data of Holmgren et al.. ref. 66; such peaks must be a 

consequence of some double charge exchange mechanism (at higher 
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energies), which apparently is more important for rrp .... Kr.. than for 

rrp .... Kr.,K·r., for which channels we have seen that I, = ~ contributions are 

very small. 

The Weak and Strong Exchange Degeneracy expectation that 

au ( ~.) au (- ~.) rrp .... .l\~ = - Kp .... rr~ 
d.t dt 

(IV.C.ll) 

has been examined for the 4.2 GeV Ic data of the Amsterdam-CERN-

Nijmegen-Oxford (ACNO) group, ref. 66, the 7.0,10.1 GeV Ic data of Berglund 

et al., ref. 67, and the 7.0,11.5 GeV/c data of Baker et aI., Cautis et al., ref. 

58. At all these momenta, it is found that 

Le., both EXD and WEXD appear to be violated. This is the same pattern of 

breaking as in Kr., rrr. production at low energies; as we have previously 

noted, for Pinl; ~ 4 GeV Ic, WEXD is reasonably satisfied for both r.K,r.~. 

In addition, the 7,11.5 GeV Ic SLAC data of ref. 58 has the (helicity quant

ization) Pi; of the r..: these authors do not mention that WEXD implies the 

general result (see Appendix A) 

(IV.C.12) 

Of course, EXD implies the stronger constraint (a restriction of IV.C.12): 

RepLm(rrp .... Kr..) = Replm(.Kp .... rrr.·) 

ImpLm (rrp .... Kr.-) = ImpLm (Kp .... rrr.·) = O. 
(IV.C.13) 

However, if both rrp .... Kr.. and Kp .... rrr.· separately obey the AQM predictions 

of the previous section. then IV.C.13 will hold automatically, independently of 

EXD and N.C.l1. The data of ref. 58 show that IV.C.ll is violated. but IV.C.12 
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holds fairly well. i.e .. p"" (Kl:-) and p"" (1TE-) exhibit a nice mirror symmetry: 

this is not too surprising. since double exchange processes (such as multiple 

quark interactions) can lead to effective I, = 3/ 2 contributions and to viola

tions of WEXD and the AQM as well. but the AQM and WEXD predictions for p"" 

depend only on ratios of amplitudes. while the WEXD predictions for '!: are 

sensitive to overall magnitudes. Wagner. ref. 60. and the CCMS collaboration. 

ref. 63. observe that the amount of I, =~ in 1rp ... Kl:- from comparison of 

J(Jr.~ with ~E-+ is consistent with the amount inferred from AQM violations 

in the CCMS and ACNO data. 

5. t~annel 5U(3) andnavorIndependenceforE-K 

FollOwing Martin. Michael. and Phillips (MMP). ref. 45. and Girardi and 

Navelet (GN). ref. 68. in analogy to the treatment of EK in section A4 of this 

chapter, the helicity amplitudes for forward scattering in 1T+P ... ~E-+ and 

rn ... KO!:l-, using 5U(3) for the t-channel exchanges. are 

H(1T+P ... ~E-+) = X( T+ V) 

H(rn ... KO!:l-) = ~(T+V) (N.C.14) 

(he£iciti.es suppressed.) 

where as before T, V are the K·,K- or p,A2 exchanges. Here again. exact 

5U(3) (or vertices is assumed. and if overall exact 5U(3) held as well. we 

would have I X I = 1: again. one knows empirically that I X I is very different 

from unity, so we follow MMP and make the simple ansatz that the 5U(3) 

breaking dynamics are of Regge form and entirely attributable to the non

strange Istrange mass splitting: 
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.. 
(IV.C.15) 

where flo. = o.(p,A2) - o.(K· ,K") ~ mi- - m; = 0.2, and So is a scale parameter 

on the order of unity. 

We note that IV.C.14 makes the very limited EXD assumption that A is 

the same for T, V. Thus again except for the non-strange/strange mass split

ting, light quark ftavor independence of the strong interactioI'ls as embodied 

in IV.C.14 leads one to expect that HYCEX and CEX processes are basically 

the same. 

Since for decuplet production there is no complication of 

syrnmetric/antisymmetric coupling of the exchanges to the baryon vertex, 

one immediately gets the simple broken SU(3) equality of ref. 68: 

(IV.C.16) 

Also, one immediately gets from IV.C.14, as GN observe, a relation for the 

baryon decay density matrices: 

(IV.C.l?) 

which of course also follows from the AQMI SU(6) picture discussed in section 

C3 of this chapter. The value of So has been determined by GN by fitting a 

similar relation between ~p .... J<Ofl++ and J\p .... 1T-~.+ to data at 4.25 and 4.6 

GeV Ic; they find So = 0.6. 

Equation IV.C.16 has been tested at 4 GeV Ic by Irving and Worden, ref. 

69, on counter data, and by GN at 6 GeV Ic also on counter data, and both 

found good agreement. The only other (and the highest momentum) test of 

IV.C.l6 is that of Damerall et aI., ref. 70, using 10.1 GeV Ic K+r:+ data scaled 

in incident momentum for comparison to 6 GeV Ic J<Cfl-. They also find good 
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agreement. but this author feels that comparisons involving scaling cross 

sections by more than 2070 in incident momentum constitutes as much a test 

of the scaling used as of any symmetry relation involved. since the scale fac

tors for typical power laws over this range are on the order of two. Equation 

N.C.17 has not been tested. 

We have examined relations W.C.16 and N.C.17 using our own 2.59 GeY/c 

~E·+ data (scaled) and the published 3 GeY Ic J<C!:l- bubble chamber data of 

Scheuer et al .. ret. 71. and we have done the same tests using the 3.7 GeY/c 

,Kf'E·+ bubble chamber data of Butler. ref. 21. scaled to the 4.5 J<O!:l- bubble 

chamber data of Carmony et ai.. ref. 72. Figures W.34 and N.35 display the 

· eta 1/ ~[eta 1 Kr. dt and 1\!:l 3 dt data. as well as the Pi;. where we have used the 

GN value ot So = 0.6 to compute h. We observe that W.C.16 works well even as 

low as 3 GeY Ic. and that N.C.17 is reasonably satisfied. within statistics. for 

-t < 1 (Ge Y I c )2. The AQM predictions ot section C3 of this chapter for the p"" 

(same for HYCEX.CEX) are again shown as solid lines. We have also tested 

N.C.16 at higher momenta than ever before. using the 7.11.5 GeY/c Kr.. 

SLAC SHF data of Baker and Cautis. ref. 58. scaled to the 8.36.12.8 GeY/c. 

respectively. i(J!:l- counter data of Gilchriese et al.. ref. 73; these are 

displayed in figure N.36. and we note excellent agreement with N.C.16 at 

8.36 GeY Ic. but poor agreement (by a factor of 2) at 12.8 GeV Ic. However. 

the disagreement at 12.8 may well reft.ect an overall normalization problem. 

first. since for both the 7.11.5 x+E·· data. and the 8.36.12.8 J<C!:l-. the 

authors give only statistical errors for ct;:. and there are additional typical 

systematic uncertainties of 10-20%. Secondly. the integrated ~!:l- cross sec-

lion of ref. 73 is 32 fJ.b at ~2.B. which is much smaller than the value of 51 fJ.b 

expected from the cross section of 97 fJ.b at B.36 lf the CEX process follows a 
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Regge-like power law of p;!5. 

da At all momenta. we note that the shapes of at are the same (forward 

turnover) for both the CEX and HYCEX processes. and that N.C.16 is 

observed at all (but the highest) momenta. in agreement with davor

independence expectations as embodied in the Regge +SU(3) picture and/or 

AQM/ SU(6): we also note in the Pi; data that the pattern of disagreement 

with the AQM in the forward direction is the same for HYCEX and CEX. We 

remark that N.C.16 is a nontrivial test of the SU(3)-breaking parametriza

tion in N.C.15. since at the momenta where we test W.C.16, I Xl 2 reconciles 

HYCEX cross sections With CEX cross sections which are typically greater by 

a factor of 3. 

D. r:x-

Although our highest momentum is barely above channel threshold for 

1r+P ~ r(892)+1:-(1385)+. there exists published but incompletely analyzed 

r+1:-+ data at 3.7.5 GeV/c (refs. 19.21). which have not been examined, e.g .. 

for Ie = ~ exchange. AQM predictions. or WEXD expectations. and which allow 

us to conSider 1: -r in parallel With the preceding f.K.1:r .1:-K analysis. 

First we examine the Pv (K-) in rrp ~ r1:-. which should obey the Ring

land and Thews condition (ret. 29) in equation IV.B.:O if exchanges of only 

one naturality (presumably the natural JP of K-.K-) dominate as in r1: 

prodUction. At 3.7. 5, 7. 10.3. 11.5 GeV/c there is 1:·+K-+ data (refs. 

I9.2!.22.52) on which IV.B.I0 has not been tested. At all these momenta Poo 

is generally substantially different from zero. so we expect IV.B.10 not to be 
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satisfied. and in figure IV. 37. we see that the data are inconsistent with the 

RT condition. Thus we conclude that I: -J{ has a significant effective mixed 

JP exchange. in agreement with the published values of POO.PU-Pl-l relative 

to Pll+Pl-l at the 5 momenta tested. However, we note that at most 

momenta in the forward direction I:-J{ is. like I:-K and I:K-, helicity tlip 

dominated since there is a dip or turnover near t· = D. but not as pronounced 

or as consistent as in those other channels. 

In analogy to equations IV.A.9.IV.B.ll. if only It = ~ exchange contri

butes to forward rrp .... K-I: - we expect: 

(IV.D.1) 

IV.D.1 has never been tested. so in figure IV.38 we compare the 3.7 I: -+ K-+ 

data of ref. 21 with the 3.95 I:-tlK-O data of the CCMS collaboration. ref. 51. 

where we have scaled the 3.7 data to 3.95 using the power law fit to I: -+ K-+. 

We see that 

which is exactly the same pattern of violation of It = ~ - only which the 

CCMS collaboration sees in its comparison of ~I:-+ with J«lE-o in ref. 63. and 

which contrasts with the success of It = ~ - only for EK.EK- production. We 

also observe in figure N.38 that for the natural JP exchange part of the cross 

sections we have 

so that we cannot attribute the disagreement with IV.D.l entirely to the 

unnatural JP contribution. We further observe that E-tlK-tl has no forward 
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Next. we examine the WEXD implication for tr+p .... K·+I:·+ and the line 

reversed process /\p .... p-I:.+ (see Appendix A) that: 

(N.D.2) 

and 

(N.D.3) 

where N.D.3 holds for both the jOint and single r.I:· and P.I:· density 

matrices in helicity quantization. (Again. the WEXD implication N.D.3 is 

apparently not well-mown; it is not mentioned. e.g .. in ref. 52.) We scale the 

3.7 n· data of ref. 21 to the 4.2 GeV/c pI:. data of the CCMS/ACNO groups 

published in ref. 51. Unfortunately all available I:.+ r+,I:·+p- data have no 

Imp. so we can check only the Rep part of IV.D.3. Also, the 4.2 P-P .. ; are in 

the s-channel helicity system. while the 3.7 rp;.; are in the t-channel sys

tem. so Without rotating one of the data sets, we can compare only Pu +Pl-l 

which is inVariant under s .... t helicity system. In figure IV. 39, we see that at 

4.2 GeV Ic, both IV.D.2.N.D.3 are Violated. With: 

(a) 

and 
(b) 

(Additionally, the pI: - data at 4.2 has no forward turnover, while K-r.- does.) 

However, we see in figure IV.39 that the discrepancies (a).(b) to some 

extent compensate one another so that for the natural JP exchange part of 

the cross sections, we have. Within the fairly large errors. 
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We see precisely the same violations (a),(b) of N.D.2,3 in the 7, 11.5 GeV/c 

K·r.·,pr: data of BaHam et al. (ref. 52) from the SLAC SHF. In addition, 

feature (a) is also the pattern of WEXD breaking seen in r.. K,r.·rr production 

comparisons discussed previously. The authors of ref. 51 compare their 4.2 

K-p .... p-r..+ ~ with 2 ~ for their 3.95 rr-p .... K·°r.·o data and find good 

equality; we note that the violations of N.D. 1 and N.D.2 are of comparable 

magnitude. 

Thus we conclude that It = ~ - only and WEXD expectations in equations 

IV.D.1-3 above are violated in r.. K· production at 4 GeV Ic, and moreover the 

pattern ot violation is the same as at the only other available momenta of 7, 

11.5 GeV/c. Further, the pattern of disagreement with N.D.2 for r.·K· over 

this energy span is of the same sign and of comparable magnitude as in r.. K 

production, and in contrast to the good agreement of r.K,r.K· with Ie = ~ and 

WEXD expectations in the same range. 

Finally, we examine the 3.7, 5 GeV Ic data for AQM predictions which also 

have not been tested for r..+ K·+ at these low momenta. The AQM of ref. 54 as 

discussed in sections B.4,C.3 ot this chapter gives for rrp .... K·r.· the Class A 

(additivity alone) prediction: 

(N.D.4) 

where the left-hand side quantities are vector meson, right-hand side decu-

plet baryon. At 3.7 we find from ref. 21 for the lefl/right hand sides of N.D.4 

tor -t < 1 (GeV / c)2: 

0.42±.07/ 0.1 B±.16 

and at 5 GeV Ic (ref. 19) for -t < 1 (GeV/ C)2: 
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0.32±0.12/ 0.44±0.27 . 

The Class B AQM relations are: 

and at 3.7 we find: 

and at 5: 

Pu = : P~ 
_ 4 

PI-I - ~ RepS-l 

_ 4 
PIO - ~ P31 

0.34±.04/ 0.27±.OB 
O.OB±. OS / -.09±.14 
-.09±.05/ -.20±.11 

0.30±.04/ 0.21±.13 
0.02::.11 / 0.23±.23 
0.02::.0B / 0.2S±.lB 

The Class C AQM expectations are: 

ReplO = 0 = RepSI . 

We find at 3.7: 

-.12±.07/ -.09::.05 

and at 5: 

0.02::.0B / 0.01::.11 

(N.D.5a) 

(N.D.5b) 

(N.D.5e) 

(N.D.S) 

Thus IV.D.4 is satisfied within statistics at 5 but not at 3.7 GeY Ie; 

IV.D.5a.b.c are consistent with the data at 3.7 and 5; IV.D.6 is satisfied at 5 

GeY Ic. The only other test ot the AQM for r:+ K-+ is that of Goddard (ref. 22) 

at :0.3 GeY Ic who finds a very similar pattern of agreement: IV.D.4.5a.6 are 

fairly well obeyed. but IV.D.5b.c are only consistent with the data. Thus we 

conclude that by 5 GeY Ic the AQM relations IV.D.4.5a.6 are satisfied by 
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E·+ K·+. which is the case at 10 Ge V Ie, The 7.11.5 data of ref, 52 have no Pi; 

for the E· so we cannot test the AQM there . 
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v. Summary. ConclusioDS. Perspective 

We have seen in our phenomenological examination of t+J(+', t+X--+, 

t·+,K+, t·+X--+ production in "+p HYCEX that first, and most strikingly, the 

high energy behavior of the 10-20 GeV Ic (where available, "'100 GeV Ic) world 

data persist down into the loW' and intermediate energy region of our own 1-3 

GeV Ic data, which region is, indeed, the interval spanned by the four channel 

thresholds. Thus for example we note the early onset of fixed -t or -u 

features (as opposed to fixed coS't.JCJI), that is to say. the early dominance of 

exchange over formation features. Secondly, or perhaps merely restated, 

one observes that over a span of an order of magnitude (in some cases two 

orders) in incident momentum. the dominant features in 1Tp production of 

I:K.I:K-.I:· K.t-r are generally well described by a remarkably small and 

simple set of phenomenological tools. to wit: 

(A) Regge s.t dependence of amplitude moduli: and 

(B) Regge-WEXD description of amplitude phase behavior; and 

(C) the AQMISU(6) spectator quark picture of composite hadron scatter

ing. coupled with the apparent light quark !lavor independence of the 

strong interaction. which lead to the SU(2)'lGwr.SU(3),r- unitary 

symmetries of the amplitudes. 

Thus (A) gives the typical power law behavior of channel cross sections 

as functions of incident momentum. as well as the a;: - S -2 behavior in the 

forward region and the a; ... s-4 behavior in the backward region. For -900 

scattering. (C) in the form of the hard-scattering quark constituent picture 

gives the typical a;: - s -8 behavior. While (A) generally gives the energy and 
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angle dependence of channels whose initial, final state (respectively) parti

cles are similar (e.g., I:K and I:·K·), (B) andlor (C) generally associate 

different channels at the same energy and angle. We have noted, for exam

ple, that Regge amplitudes fitted at much higher energies describe well the 

I:K,I:· K data in the "'2 GeV Ic region out to fairly large C.M. scattering 

angles. We have also seen that LR related HYCEX channels are reasonably 

described by WEXD (especially at higher energies), that is, they display an 

absence of signature effects, e.g., in the form of small or zero interference 

terms in cross sections, etc. The SU(2),z-r,SU(3),z-r symmetries, which 

may be regarded as originating in the SU(6) quark-composite picture of 

hadrons in conjunction with flavor independence of the strong interaction, 

lead to remarkably well obeyed sum rules or equalities between HYCEX and 

CEX processes over nearly an order of magnitude in incident momentum, 

once the non-degeneracy of the (p ,n) and A quark masses (as reflected in 

p-K· splitting) is taken into account. The simple AQM expectations are also 

fairly well satisfied. 

It has become increaSingly clear (we summarize here ideas most 

recently treated, e.g., in the reviews of H. Harari, ref. 75, and E. Bloom, ref. 

76, in the 1981 SLAC Summer Institute Proceedings) that (A),(B),(C) are not 

unrelated, nor are they in themselves in any sense theoretically fundamental 

to the emerging view of the strong interactions, but rather can be regarded 

as deriving from (probably) the Standard Model of elementary particle 

strong and electroweak interactions, i.e., from a renormalizable non-Abelian 

gauge field theory of quarks and leptons, with their gauge vector bosons, the 

(8) gluons and W±,Z photon. The Standard Model's fundamental local gauge 

symmetry is SU(3)COLOT x SU(2) x U(1), which is spontaneously broken to 

SU(3)coLoT x U( l)E'" In the spontaneous breakdown of the weak isospin 
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(SU(Z) x U(l» portion ot the overall symmetry, two doublets ot Higgs scalar 

bosons emerge, which serve to give non-zero masses to the W%,Z (but unfor

tunately, or perhaps fortunately, leave us with one uneaten Higgs). (We 

ignore here the question of whether the SU(3)color x SUeZ) x U(1) symmetry 

is merely a component of, e.g., some Grand Unified symmetry like SU(5), or 

a supersymmetry group.) By 'accident' the (p ,n.) weak isospin doublet quark 

masses are almost exactly degenerate, and the A quark is only ""1.4 times as 

massive: this leads, if the strong interaction is at least p,n.,A tlavor

independent (in addition to the fundamental QeD SU(3)color symmetry), to 

the SU(Z)'lcaIor,SU(3)'lauIr symmetries which seem to work so well, as well as 

to the SU(6),lauIr.qtn descriptions of the light hadrons: thus we have (e) 

above. Further, the color confinement aspect (which mayor may not be 

absolute) of QeD portrays the light quarks in a hadron as confined, but rela

tively free within their hadronic 'bags' (which are consequences of the com

plicated QeD hadronic vacuum around quarks): this makes the otherwise 

somewhat paradoxical spectator-quark approximation of the AQM intuitively 

plausible. (Paradoxical in the old pre-QeD View of hadrons: since quarks were 

demonstrably difficult to remove from hadrons. they must be very deeply 

bound. The masses ot the light hadrons are relatively small: the constit.uent 

quarks must be very massive it they are in non-relativistic bound states: this 

is not the kind of system where one would expect a spectator approximation 

to work.) 

That (A) can be related to a quantum field theory description ot interac

tions (wWund assuming analyticity in J) has been long known. Thus Van 

Have. Durand (ref. 77) noted that Regge behavior in s.t can arise from an 

infinite series of fixed spin exchanges in a field theory; Collins and Squires 

(ref. 78) observed that sums of ladder diagrams also give rise to Regge 
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behavior in field theories of fixed spin particles. It is thus not hard to ima

gine that the quark-quark scattering dynamics of QCD will lead to Regge-like 

quark amplitudes, and thus by additivity to Regge-like hadron amplitudes. 

For the way in which Regge behavior is related to constituent scattering of 

hadrons and 90a cross sections, see the review of Sivers et al. (ref. 46). 

Finally, the (at least qualitative) success of WEXD for HYCEX amplitudes 

can also be motivated by a quark field theoretic picture for hadron scatter

ing. Again, this has been known for some time; the treatment we outline 

here is that of Collins and Squires, ref. 7B. One considers hadron interactions 

in the spectator limit ot, say, the AQM, so that we ignore the non-interacting 

quarks. Thus for meson-meson scattering, the forward region amplitude (t

channel exchange or 'direct force' in the language of potential scattering) 

has diagram: 

= H(qq ... q'q') (V.l) 

where the exchanged quantum numbers are of a qq' state. The backward 

region (u-channel exchange or 'exchange force' in the language of potential 

scattering) has diagram: 

= H(qq ... q'q') (V. 2) 
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But in V.2 the exchanged quantum numbers are those ot a qq' state. Under 

the old SU(3)/lIIwr /eighttold-way View, such exchanges would be highly 

suppressed, since they possess and would produce non-octet quantum 

numbers; trom the QCDI SU(3)cotor color-confinement point ot View, V.2 is 

non-co lor-sing let exchange and production, and is suppressed. One can of 

course always add a third quark line to V. 2. but then it becomes baryon 

exchange in meson-baryon scattering: 

(v. 3) 

which is energetically suppressed relative to V.l simply because the qqq 

states are usually much more massive than the qq states. The only 

significant contribution will be the 'direct torce' V.l; but the etrective lack of 

an 'exchange force' (Y.2) leads precisely, as ref. 78 observes. to overlapping 

trajectories of opposite Signature. Le., to WEXD. and thus to (B) above. 

Thus the fair success of (A),(B),(C) above in describing HYCEX processes 

over the energy ranges considered may be regarded as most probably ori

ginating in an underlying QCD + Electroweak quark dynamics. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROPEKf1ES OF DENSITY MATRICES 

UNDER lJNE REVERSAL. WEAK. AND STRONG EXCHANGE DEGENERACY 

We examine the formal properties of the single meson. single baryon. 

and joint meson-baryon decay density matrices in helicity quantization for 

reactions of type MB ... M· B·. assuming pole dominance. under generalized 

line reversal (LR). and with weak and strong exchange degeneracy 

(WEXD.EXD). By helicity quantization. we mean the description of the M· or 

B- decay in an axis system in which y = n = prodUction normal. and z = ini

tial or final state particle direction. Some of these properties (particularly 

the behavior of p under WEXD). which follow easily from standard Regge 

phenomenology. have apparently not been pointed out in the literature. 

especially as they apply to recent high statistics studies of LR in HYCEX 

reactions (see refs. 58.63.66). This simple general treatment will apply to 

such HYCEX reaction pairs as: 

direct rrp'" Kr. Kp ... 1T~ line 
reactions reversed 

Kr.. 1T~. reactions 

J{~ p~ 

K·~· p~. 

K··~ A2~ 

K··~· A2~· 
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I. General Predictions of Line Reversal. 

In what follows the helicity amplitudes for the direct (or 'rotating') reac

tions will be written as Hl:n With 

(A. 1) 

where the upper index refers to the produced meson helicity, and the lower 

indices to the initial and final baryon helicities, respectively. The reversed 

(or 'real') reaction has amplitudes Hl: with 

(A. 2) 

The two reactions have exchange diagrams 

We will make the simple approximation that absorptive and cut effects are 

negliglble (pole dominance), Le., no terms such as (see ref. 27): 

0'- c.'b. 
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This is a reasonable approximation for HYCEX in rrN,KN I: production. We 

will further assume that only exchanges of a single JP naturality dominate, 

Le .. we will consider only natural JP exchange for HYCEX. With such approxi

mations, helicity quantization is convenient (as opposed to transversity 

quantization. z =~) for studying the density matrices because of the simple 

behavior of the helicity amplitudes under line reversal. 

Using SU(3) for the exchange vertices plus factorization. the vector V 

contribution to the direct reaction changes sign when we go to the line 

reversed channel. while the tensor T does not (see any standard text or 

revieW paper on Regge phenomenology. such as Irving and Worden. ret. 69). 

By line reversal for HYCEX here, we mean merely the crossing of K-like inter

nal quantum numbers (strange isospinor) from final to initial state, and 

crossing of rr-like internal quantum numbers (non-strange isovector) from 

initial to final. Since we do not also transfer any vector or tensor spin of the 

final meson, we do not acquire any additional phase factors from line rever

sal of non-zero spin. (Note also that for *+I: production in particular, no 

assumptions are made about F I D ratios for V and T exchanges, since both 

rrp and Kp I: production couple the K·,K·· exchange to p~ as 2F-l = F-D: 

see ref. 69 or ref. 23.) 

Thus in obvious notation, with pole dominance: 

direct channel: 

HCn. = lfm + 1T'm = vl:n(t)[ -1 +e -inav]g (s ,t) + 'l:n(t)[ 1 +e -inaT]h (5 ,t) . (A3) 

Here all the signature dependent phase information is in the Regge phase 

±1+e -ina (same for all lfm' respectively, Tlin), and the effective residues 

v!:n(t)"!:n(t) in this apprOXImation are real functions of t; g(s,t),h(s,t) 

(which may have additional multiplicative phases) contain the energy 
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dependences as functions of cxV,cxT respectively. In a strict Regge model. 9 ,h 

would be of asymptotic form ( s;U ) ", but we make no such assumption 

here: we merely assume that 9 ,h have the same functional form (so that if 

cxV=cxT, theng =h). 

Under LR with no further asS'U.17l.ptions (we do not yet assume cx v = CXT): 

line reversed reaction: 

m:: = -~ + TCn. = -1J~( -1 +e -i""V)g + 'TL~( 1 +e -imlT)h . (A4) 

The cross sections are 

(A5) 

(AS) 

so that with pole dominance, 'lI.1?der LR alnne '!: is not necessarily equal. to 

d. CI r 

d.t 

The jOint decay density matrix, with the standard definition (see, e.g., 

Pilkuhn. ret. 23) is. in terms of the helicity amplitudes: 

~H:Hi: 
(A7) pm! _ , 

en:-
~IHI2 

and 

~Hr;rHtn .. 
(AS) pmfr - L 

IriJi - ~IHrI2 

where EIHI2 ;: E I~F. etc .. and where upper indices onp refer to the final 
nLm 

meson. lower to the final baryon. Thus with pole dominance and LR alone. 
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(A9) 

and 

~ [ vr: V[; - 17C vt; - vr: Tt; + 17C T{; ] 

p::/" = ' ~IHrI2 (A10) 

Now all V's have the same phase, and all T's have the same phase so terms of 

form W + TT- are real, and we see 

(ImpIJ:()(Imp:;t) < 0 or Impr:/(d,(J) = _Imp:;/r(d,rr) (All) 
dt d.t 

Le., p and pr have imaginary parts of opposite sign. The meson single density 

matrix is 

(A12) 

and the hyperon matrix is 

(A13) 

with similar expressions for plt:jr ,piruc in terms of HT:r.. Thus we see also that 

under LR alone, 

(Implt:j)(1mplt:jr) < 0 

(Impm.t )(lmp~) < 0 . 
(A14) 

For a *+ hyperon like ~, the polarization with respect to the production 

normal n = y is (again, see Pilkuhn): 
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P = -2ImPH = -21m ~IHF (A15) 

and similarly for P", so we see that as a special case of (A14) we get the well

mown result first discussed by Gilman, ref. 74, that 

Ppr <0 (A16) 

i.e., the direct and line reversed channels have polarizations of opposite 

signs (but not necessarily equal magnitudes). In summary. LR alone implies 

Imp Impr < 0 only. 

D. Une Reversal with WEXD 

Weak Exchange Degeneracy is expressed in (A3).(A4) as 

av(t) = ar(t) = a(t) (A17) 

so that in equations (A3).(A4). g(s.t) =h.(s.t). and we have with LR under 

WEXD: 

(AlB) 

Thus 

r n(t)] ( . Vim, rra ( vi~"s.t) = -r.l i"~(t) tan ( 2) Tl'm,s.t) 
(A19) 

;: ill:n(t)17'm(s,t) 

where I~ is a real function of t: I~ is the ratio of odd tc? even signature. 

Thus t'Z'n oc i Tl'm. Thus (A:B) becomes 

i " 
un ('/n ,) '7"1\ 2<F1II\ n '7"1\ 
n 1m = \ t 1m + J. J 1m = e Clim J 1m 

(A20) 
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i " - t<P Un n '7'n = e alm Ilm. 

(A21) 

" " where we define aCn.~l:n by (ill:n. + 1) == ~':n.e t<Plm and al:n..~l:n. are real func-

tions of t. Thus LR plus WEXD has 

with 

. " unr - e -1<PlmHn 
£1lin - lm 

e'<Pl:n = (ill:n + 1) 
(ill:n. + 1). 

(A22) 

so that under LR. the WEXD amplitudes transform by a helicity dependent 

phase. (The Il:n. are not completely arbitrary since parity conservation for 

the Hrm implies (see Pilkuhn): 

H -n - p P P P (_l)sB-sC-sD(_l)n-m+l Hn 
-I-m - ABC D 1m 

where for AB ... CD with spin zero A. PA .PB.PC.PD are the intrinsic parities. 

and SB.SC.SD the spins.) Thus LR + WEXD means Il'm. ... -Il:n. or ~l'm. ... -~Cn.. 

We immediately get the well-known prediction of LR + WEXD for cross 

sections: 

du = ~ lun + 1121 TT! 12 = du
T 

dt t... lm 1m dt 
nlm 

(A23) 

For the joint decay density matrix we get a similarly simple result which is 

apparently not as well known; (A7) and (AB) become: 

(A24) 

(A25) 
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but 77:11z: is real. so we see LR + WEXD gives the result 

(A26) 

or 

Rep::! = Rep::t . Imp=! = -Impc:1. (A27) 

Thus we have general refiection symmetry in p.p,.. For the meson and 

hyperon single density matrices. similarly. LR + WEXD gives 

r -Pmll =Pmll' 

(A2B) 

(A29) 

Since p =p+. we have plt:fr = pic . p;" =Plcm.' For a *+ hyperon. the specific 

prediction of LR + WEXD is. using (A15) and (A29). the well-known special 

case: 

p=-pr (A30) 

i.e .. mirror symmetric polarization. 

If the IT:,., in (Al9) are almost but not quite all equal. then the imaginary 

parts ot the p's will be small but non-zero (see next section): conversely. it in 

(A24).(A25) we have Llfn ::::s -LIT:. the imaginary part ot p::/ will be maxim-

ized. 

, , 

Th . LR WEXD· d.u" d.u d" • us Ln summary, + gives d.t = d.t an p = p . 
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m. line Reversal with EXD 

Strong Exchange Degeneracy is expressed in equations (A3).(A4) as: 

ay(t) = ar(t) = a(t) (A31) 

and 

vfm(t) = T~(t) (A32) 

so in (A19) we have I~ = -tan ( 1l'2a ). We get immediately from (A18).(A20): 

unr - e ina un - e -ill' un nlm - nlm - n'm (A33) 

and Hen = (2T!:ng)e -ina , m::;, = (2T!:ng). (This is why the direct channel is 

sometimes called 'rotating' and the line reversed channel 'real'. terms which 

are meaningful in the limit of strict Regge behavior with Strong Exchange 

Degeneracy, or strict duality.) Thus under LR + EXD. all helicity amplitudes 

transform under LR with the same helicity independent phase; cr. the case 

for WEXD. equation (A22). The result Hr = e -irp H in A33 will also follow from 

the looser condition that all f~ be the same (independent of helicity) under 

WEXD in A2D,A21 (but not necessarily equal to -tan ( ~a ). 

Under LR + EXD, all observables for the direct and line reversed chan-

nels will be equal. and we have the well-known results 

dar da 
d.t = (it , pr = p . Impr = Imp = 0 . (A34) 

In particular, hyperon polarizations must vanish. 

We emphasize that A34 will also follow from WEXD with the condition that 

the ratio of odd to even signature (f!:n in A19) be the same for all helicity 

amplitudes; this will imply that all HT'm have the same phase, yielding A34. 
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IV. Summary of Results and Application to Specific Reactions 

With pole dominance of the direct and LR reactions, we get the simple 

hierarchy of results in helicity quantization: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

LR alone implies Imp Impr < 0: this is the only prediction: 

LR + WEXD implies '!: r = '!: and pr = p. for all density matrices: 

LR + EXD imply dar = da and pr =p with Impr = Imp = 0 for all den-
d.t d.t 

sity matrices. (If conditions (3) are observed to hold empirically, we 

really can only conclude that the ratios of even and odd signature 

residues are equal for all helicity amplitudes, but not necessarily 

unity as in EXD.) 

For 1T'fop ... K·+r,+,I\p "'p-r,+, we have for the observables (without using 

decay correlations) with LR + WEXD: 

pi-I = pl-Ir , ReplO = ReplOr . 

decay correlations) with LR + WEXD: 

da (V+~.+) = da (1T'-~.+) r r d.t J\ '-' d.t '-' ,P33 = P3!3 ' P II = P 11 ' 
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relations above hold simultaneously under LR + WEXD. We have here also 

used those properties of the p's which follow from general quantum mechani

cal principles (again, see Pilkuhn) independently of any dynamical assump-

tions: 

(hermiiicity) 

(symmetry property from parity 

constraints on the helicity amplitudes) 

so that integer l: p-u = p'-I. = p'-I- and so p'-' is real, pit is real, and hal! odd 

integer l: P-u = PI:' = -P'-I and so PI_I is imaginary, Pu is real. 

v. General Comments on WEXD.EXD and the AQIl 

Cast in the form of equations (A33), we note that EXD predictions are not 

really dependent on details of Regge phenomenology except the phase 

behavior of the amplitudes; any dynamics which transform the direct and 

line reversed amplitudes according to (A33) (simple phase transformation) 

will yield EXD-like expectations, as for example in the case of the well-known 

SU(3) + factorization (or AQfJ I SU(6» prediction for K-p -+ ~I:0, rr-p -+ K-OI:° 

that Hl:n.(~r.0) = -H,':n(K-DI:°). 

We note that the AQfJ relations predicted among the elements of the p's 

for a given direct channel will also in general be separately predicted for the 

LR channel. since such AQM predictions usually depend only on the JP pro

perties of the initial and final particles, and generally relate Rep and Imp 

separately. ]f the LR related channels obey WEXD or EXD, we see that they 

can simultaneously be consistent with the AQM, since pr = p •. In most cases, 
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TABIEI 

Incident 
Momentum No. of Pictures jJb IEvent J.I.b / Event 

GeV/c 1000's 1:+ Events A Events 

2.67 340 .30 .26 

2.46 179 .59 .54 

2.30 172 .70 .59 

2.15 272 .68 .46 

1.94 123 .91 .95 

1.84 119 .95-t LOOt 

1.77 122 .74 -t .72t 

1.68 47 .63-t .59t 

1.63 164 .59'" .52t 

1.55 121 .90-t .85t 

1.43 41 .64 -t .62t 

1.41 125 .77-t .70t 

1.34 52 .51 ." .46t 

1.28 127 .n-t .73t 

-From rets. 2 and 3. 

'From ret. 1 and this work. 

.. 
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TABLEIIa 

Numbers of Events 

Incident 1;+X+ 1;+X+ 1;+ x+1r0 1;+ x+rrD 
Momentum 1;+~1r+n 1;+ ~Pll'° 1;+ ~lI'+n 1;+ ~Pll'° 

GeV/c UNlITD/WTD t1N1n'D UNlITD/ WTJ) UNW'ID/WTD 

2.67 198/286±21 146 172/234±19 1301 

2.46 137/185±16 94 79/105±12 681 

2.30 96/132±14 85 89/114±12 491 

2.15 150/200±17 106 711 92±11 491 

1.94 158/204±16 101 411 55± 9 361 

1.84 158/201· 102· 20/26t 27/36t 

1.77 209/265· 129· 25/32t 14/18t 

1.68 299/377· 197· 151 19t 13/19t 

1.63 299/375· 255· 181 23t 15/19t 

1.55 219/279· 142· 9/11t 8/11t 

1.43 293/374· 222· 31 3.8t 51 6.7t 

1.41 238/301· 150· 11 1.St 31 3.9t 

1.34 290/367· 249· O/t O/t 

1.28 165/208· 118· - --

, 
·From refs. 2 and 3. 

1From this work and ref. 1. 
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TABLEIIb 

Numbers of Events 

E+1r+j(fl E+1r+j(fl x+1r+A 
Incident E+ "'1r+11. E+"'prfJ A"'p1r-

Momentum ~ ... 1fJ1fJ or K£ x: ... 1fJ1iO or K£ 
GeV/c toorTIlI'f'I'I) tJNWrI)/1m) tJNWrI)/1m) 

2.67 112/147±14 791 169/231±18 

2.46 511 66± 9 421 103/136±14 

2.30 611 82±11 331 108/142±14 

2.15 50/ 64± 9 391 149/198±17 

1.94 321 41± 7 201 78/102±12 

1.84 16/ 21- 16/22- 80/109-

1.77 17/ 22- 11/14- 115/157-

1.68 10/ 12- 9/12- 113/145-

1.55 31 3.8- 5/ 6.3- 58/ 83-

1.43 11 1.2- 11 1.3- 34/45-

1.41 a/- a/- 18/ 24-

1.34 21 2.5- 1/ 1.4- 0/-

1.28 - - 3/ 3.8-

-From this work and ret. 1. 
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TABLEm 

Channel Cross Sections 

Incident 
Momentum rr+p .. ~+J(+ rr+p .. ~+ J(+rrD rr+p "~+rr+ J(O rr+p .. J(+rr+A 

• GeV/c (J.Lb) (J.Lb) (J.Lb) (J.Lb ) 

2.67 178±18 146±15 139±16 94 ± 9 

2.46 226±25 128±17 122±19 114 ±13 

2.30 190±25 164±22 180±28 130 ±15 

2.15 281±33 140±20 147±24 141 ±14 

1.94 385±39 104±18 117±22 152 ±20 

1.84 395±50· 70±15t 72±16t 162 ±18t 

1.77 405±50· 40±15t 42±14t 170 ±17t 

1.68 490±40· 30± 6t 24± 6t 128 ±13t 

1.63 458±40· 25± 6t 25± 7t 163 ±16t 

1.55 517±50· 21± 6t 14± 6t 107 ±16t 

1.43 497±40· 6± 3t 2± 1.4t 42 ±12t 

1.41 390±35· 4± 2.2t ot 25 ± 6t 

1.34 476±45· ot 3± 2.2t ot 

1.28 331±35· ot ot 4.5± 3.3t 

, E+ .. rr+n 
·Calculated from data of refs. 2 and 3 using the value of T ;: from 

~+ .. prfl 
Particle Data Group Compilation, ref. 8. 

tFrom ref. 1 and this work. 
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TABLE IV 

Fractions of Resonance Production in 3-Body Final States 

Incident 
Momentum t+ K"(892) + 1t+7I'+ ~ t+ K·(892)+ I t+ J(+rrD t·( 1385)+ J(+ I ~+ J(+ 

GeV/e 

2.67 .76±.07 .44±.05 .55±.05 

2.46 .68±.12 .35±.09 .51±.08 

2.30 .67±.10 .47±.08 .47±.07 

2.15 .79±.11 .40±.09 .64±.07 

1.94 .84±.15 .50±.12 .73±.09 

., 
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TABLE V 

Resonance Production Cross Sections 

Incident w+p .. t·(1SB5)+g+ w+p .. t+K·(~+ w+p .. t+K·(1!82)+ w+p .. t+K·(B82)+ R. !K·"xOw~ 
(K· .. g+",,> 

Momentum t· .. Atr x· .. g+tIJ x· .. xOw+ 

GeYlc ~) II(pb ) ~) ~) 

2.67 52:1:7 64:10 106:1:16 170:1:19 1. 7:1:0.4 

2.46 58:1:11 45:1:13 83:1:20 128:1:24 1.8:1:0.7 

2.30 61:1:11 77:1:17 121:1:26 198:t:31 1. 6:t:0. 5 

2.15 90:1:13 56:t:15 116:1:25 172:t:29 2.1:1:0.7 

1.94 111:1:20 52:1:15 98:1:25 150:1:29 1.9:1:0.7 

1.84 140:1:25- 47:1:14 

1.77 125:1:25-

1.68 100:1:20-

1.63 130:1:20-

1.55 95:1:20-

1.43 42:1:12-

1.41 25:1: 6-

-From ret. 1 and this work 
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TABLE VI 

Hts to Channel Cross Sections of Form a = Apl 

Channel q 

"+p ~E+X+ -1.77±.04 

"+p ~ E+ x+rr" -1.10±.O9 

"+p ~ E+"+ f(J -1.21±.11 

rr+p ~ x+"+A -O.91±.04 

rr+p ~ E+ r(B92)+ -2.07±.12 

rr+p ~E·(13B5)+X+ -1.45±.04 

rr+p ~E·(13B5)+r(B92)+ -1.Bl±.24 

II , 
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